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ABSTRACT 

The vegetation index products from the Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) are designed to provide consistent, spatial and temporal 

comparisons of global vegetation conditions. The objective of this dissertation was to 

validate the robustness and global implementation of two MODIS VI algorithms, 

including the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and "enhanced" vegetation 

index (EVI). Their performances have been evaluated in I) the normalization of canopy 

background (brightness) variations and the extraction of biophysical parameters across 

different canopy structures; 2) the characterization of seasonal vegetation profiles 

(phenological. intra-annual); and 3) spatial and temporal discrimination of vegetation 

differences (inter-annual). The validation was accomplished through multiple means, 

including canopy radiative transfer models which were utilized to extract pure vegetation 

spectra and "true" VI value free of background contamination for varying canopy 

structures and vegetation amount. The experimental field- and airborne-based radiometry 

and satellite imagery at multiple spatial resolutions were also coupled and scaled-up for 

comparison with coarse spatial resolution MODIS VI products to quantify characteristics 

of semiarid rangeland vegetation. 

The results showed that NTDVI was advantageous in yielding biophysical 

relationships applicable across varying canopy types, but required knowledge of soils for 

biophysical estimations. The EVI provided biophysical relationships sensitive to canopy 

structure, thus requiring knowledge of canopy type for biophysical assessments. The 

MODIS VI products were successfully validated, radiometrically, by coupling field and 

the MODLAND Quick Airborne Looks (MQUALS) observations to high spatial 

resolution imagery (AVIRIS and ETM+), and appeared robust across the two parallel 

sites for depicting their ecological equivalents. MODIS multitemporal VI profiles were 
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able to depict phenological activity, length of the growing season, peak and onset of 

greenness, and leaf turnover. Among the sensors tested, spatial resolution was found to 

be most important for discriminating the major land cover subtypes within the two 

parallel semiarid rangelands, and spectral resolution had major effects on capturing 

seasonal contrast due to atmosphere influences. The validation strategy utilized in this 

study to successively aggregate the integrity-inherent multiple fine spatial resolution data 

to the coarse MODIS pixel sizes appeared to perform well, thus showing potentials in the 

validation of other satellite products. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Context of the Problem 

The vegetation index (VI) products from the Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) are designed to provide consistent, spatial and temporal 

comparisons of global vegetation conditions that can be used to monitor the Earth's 

terrestrial photosynthetic vegetation activity. The MODIS VI products play a major role 

in several Earth Observing System (EOS) studies as well as are an integral part in the 

production of many global and regional biospheric models and biogeochemical cycles. 

To ensure the operational use and widespread adoption of the products by the relevant 

user communities, a comprehensive and rigorous program of validation is essential. 

In this dissertation, the robustness and global implementation of two MODIS VI 

algorithms, including the standard normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and an 

"enhanced" vegetation index (EVl), were validated. Among the key science applications 

of the vegetation index throughout a wide range of disciplines, several primary science 

objectives of the Vis were assessed, including I) the normalization of canopy background 

(brightness) variations and the extraction of key biophysical parameters across different 

canopy structures; 2) characterization of seasonal vegetation profiles of the growing 

season (phenological, intra-annual); and 3) spatial and temporal discrimination of 

vegetation differences (precision) in support of change detection studies (inter-annual). 

The MODIS VI products are envisioned as improvements upon currently 

available indices with enhanced vegetation sensitivity and minimal variations associated 

with external influences (atmosphere, view and sun angles, clouds) and inherent, non-

vegetation influences (canopy background, litter). For a better evaluation of the accuracy 

of Vis in estimating biophysical parameters, a "true" VI value attributed only to the 
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vegetation signal and free of any contamination is needed. Thus, we investigated a total 

correction for background by removing the canopy background signal, which enabled an 

analysis of the optical characteristics and VI behaviors of the remaining "vegetation" 

signal only as a function of various biophysical parameters (leaf area index, fraction of 

absorbed photosynthetically active radiation, and percent ground cover). 

Arid ecosystems are highly sensitive to climate variability and are prone to 

disproportionately high land-use pressures in comparison to more mesic environment. 

Effective monitoring of the significant changes in the relative abundance and condition of 

herbaceous and woody plant species commonly experienced in the arid and semiarid 

ecosystems is important for natural resource managers. Because of the geographic extent 

and spatial heterogeneity of arid ecosystems, satellite remote sensing provides the only 

technically consistent and temporally regular means of monitoring the land cover 

conversions over large areas. Therefore, we assessed spectral and spatial performance of 

MODIS VI products in depicting growing season profiles and discriminating the major 

land cover subtypes associated with land degradation in the parallel semiarid rangelands 

of the northern and southern hemisphere. 

The validation methods utilized included theoretical canopy radiative transfer 

models and experimental data sets. The latter involved a comparison of reflectances and 

Vis between near-simultaneous in situ measurements obtained using ground- and 

airbome-based instruments and MODIS data. The image data recorded at intermediate 

spatial resolution by other sensors mounted on board aircraft and earth-observing 

satellites was calibrated with the "point data" from the field and then spatially degraded 

to the coarse MODIS pixel sizes as the reference data. 

Dissertation Format 

The main body of this dissertation consists of three research papers appended to 

this dissertation. The idea of the first paper (Appendix A), which originated from Dr. 
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Huete, was to investigate the optical characteristics and VI behavior of the pure 

"vegetation" signal from a variety of canopy structures after a total correction for canopy 

background, as a function of various biophysical parameters (leaf area index, fraction of 

absorbed photosynthetically active radiation, and percent ground cover). The author 

applied a sensitivity analysis to the 3-dimentional radiative transfer models and 

conducted data analyses under the guidance of Dr. Huete. In the second paper 

(APPENDIX B), the author developed a validation strategy by scaling up multiple and 

Independent fine spatial resolution data, including ground and airborne radiometry, and 

high spatial resolution imagery (Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus, ETM+), for 

comparison with the coarser spatial resolution data from MODIS. A comprehensive 

validation of MODIS VI products was conducted based on radiometric, compositing, 

multitemporal, and biophysical variations over the Jornada Experimental Range, New 

Mexico, USA, a Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) site. In the third paper 

(Appendix C), a radiometric validation of the MODIS VI products was extended to the 

Nacunan Reserve, Mendoza. Argentina, a parallel site to the Jornada Experimental 

Range, with remotely-sensed data sets acquired at a variety of spatial and spectral 

resolutions. The spectral and spatial MODIS VI performance in discriminating land 

cover subtypes associated with land degradation in the parallel semiarid rangelands was 

assessed. The author conducted data analyses under the supervision of Dr. Huete. 

These studies were carried out as part of a NASA MODIS contract NA5-3i364 

(A. R. Huete, P.I.) which has an objective of thoroughly characterizing the radiometric 

and biophysical performances of the MODIS VI products. The validation strategy 

developed in this study can be integrated into formalizing the field validation approach 

and protocol documentation as a guide in the standardization of EOS field collected 

validation data. 
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CHAPTER n 

PRESENT STUDY 

Summary 

The literature review, methods, results and discussion, and conclusions of the 

study are presented in the individual papers appended to this dissertation. A summary of 

the most important findings in these papers follows. 

Paper No. I (Appendix A). For a better evaluation of the accuracy of Vis in 

estimating biophysical parameters, a "true" VI value attributed only to the vegetation 

signal and free of any contamination is needed. In this paper, pure vegetation spectra 

were e.xtracted from a set of open and closed canopies by unmixing the green vegetation 

signal from the background component. Canopy model-simulation and reflectances 

derived from graph-based linear extrapolation were used to unmix and derive a "true" 

vegetation signal, equivalent to a perfect absorber (free boundary) canopy background 

reflectances condition. Optical-biophysical relationships were then derived for a variety 

of canopy structures with differences in foliage clumping, horizontal heterogeneity, and 

leaf type. A 3-dimensional canopy radiative transfer model and a hybrid geometric 

optical-radiative transfer model (GORT) were used to simulate the directional-

hemispherical reflectances from agricultural, grassland, and forested canopies (cereal and 

broadleaf crop, grass, needleleaf, and broadleaf forest). The relationships of the extracted 

red and near-infrared reflectances and derived vegetation indices (Vis) to various 

biophysical parameters (leaf area index, fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active 

radiation, and percent ground cover) were examined for the pure vegetation spectra. 

The results showed normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) relationships 

with biophysical parameters become more asymptotic over the pure vegetation condition. 

It was the presence of a soil background that restored the dynamic range of NDVI in a 
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manner dependent on the background optical properties and enabled the use of NDVI to 

assess variations in vegetation amount. The extraction of pure vegetation signals had 

little effect on the soil-adjusted vegetation index (SAVI) and the Enhanced vegetation 

index (EVI), which had values equivalent to those obtained with the presence of a 

background signal. NDVI values were fairly uniform across the different canopy types, 

whereas the SAVI and EVI values had pronounced differences among canopy types, 

particularly between the broadleaf and cereal/needleleaf structural types. 

Paper No. 2( Appendix B). As indicators of seasonal and inter-annual variations 

in vegetation detection and monitoring, the operational Vegetation Index (VI) products 

from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) need to be 

rigorously validated with near-simultaneous in-situ measurements. In this study, we 

conducted a MODIS VI product validation based on radiometric, compositing, 

multitemporal and biophysical variations over the Jornada Experimental Range, New 

Mexico, a Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) site. The validation was performed 

by scaling up multiple and independent tine spatial resolution data, including ground and 

airborne radiometry, and high spatial resolution imagery (Enhanced Thematic Mapper 

Plus, ETM+), to the coarser spatial resolution data from MODIS. 

The results showed the 500m MODIS reflectances and Vis to match well with the 

MODLAND Quick Airborne Looks (MQUALS) observations for the three major land 

cover subtypes (grassland, transition, and creosote bush). The MODIS 16-day 

composited products compared well with nadir-view, single-day MODIS data, despite 

view angle variations and problems with the cloud mask algorithm and mislabeled quality 

flags. The compositing algorithm also minimized view angle-related problems normally 

encountered with the maximum value composite (MVC) methodology, allowing for more 

accurate derivations of biophysical parameters from the MODIS Vis. The seasonal 

dynamics of the grassland site were more dramatically captured with the MODIS data in 
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comparison with the other sensors with the magnitude of the MODIS Vis almost 

doubling from dry season to wet season. The multitemporal Vis at different sensor spatial 

resolutions matched well and were all able to depict seasonal and phenological activity, 

length of the growing season, peak greenness, onset of greenness, and leaf turnover or 

"dry-down' period. MQUALS was shown to be a potentially useful tool in up-scaling in-

situ measurements to MODIS and ETM+ spatial resolutions as well as in validating the 

MODIS compositing algorithm with its nadir measurements and linear relationships with 

solar zenith angle. 

Paper No. 3(Appendix C). In this study, a radiometric validation of the vegetation 

index (VI) products from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 

was conducted and their spectral and spatial performance in discriminating land cover 

subtypes associated with land degradation was assessed. The MODIS VI products were 

evaluated at various sites surrounding within the Mendoza regions in Argentina, 

including the protected Nacunan reserve, an important site for the development of 

indicators of desertification. A gradient of vegetation conditions during the peak of the 

growing season was measured with a ground-based ASD Spectroradiometer and 

compared with acquired Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) 

imagery from an early 2001 (January - February) field campaign. The AVIRIS data 

were spectrally convoluted and spatially aggregated to compare with the co-registered 

Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+), which was further degraded to the 

coarse MODIS pixel sizes as a reference data. The validation measurements of these 

sites were combined with similar, "parallel" ecological sites within La Jornada 

Experimental Range, New Mexico, U.S.A. (same latitude and similar vegetation species). 

The results showed that MODIS VI products were successfully validated, 

radiometrically, by coupling field data ("ground truth") to high spatial resolution imagery 

(AVIRIS and ETM+), and appeared robust across the parallel sites for depicting their 
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ecological equivalents. Among the sensor tested, spatial resolution was found to be most 

important for land cover discrimination with MODIS showing the least contrast in VI 

values from the densely vegetated mesquite to highly degraded peladal, in comparison 

with the other high spatial resolution sensors. The validation strategy utilized in this 

study to successively aggregate the multiple fine spatial resolution data to the coarse 

MODIS pixel sizes appeared to perform well and resulted in near-negligible error for 

most conditions. However, MODIS VI performance in discriminating spatial and 

temporal vegetation differences needs to be further assessed by coupling to the 

biophysical parameter. 
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Conclusion 

The studies conducted in this dissertation showed that the two MODIS VI 

products complement each other in global vegetation studies and improve upon the 

extraction of canopy biophysical parameters. In summary, NDVI was found to be 

advantageous in yielding biophysical relationships applicable across varying canopy 

types, but required knowledge of soils for biophysical estimations. The EVI provided 

biophysical relationships sensitive to canopy structure, thus requiring knowledge of 

canopy type for biophysical assessments. The MODIS VI products were successfully 

validated, radiometrically, by coupling field and the MODLAND Quick Airborne Looks 

(MQUALS) observations to high spatial resolution imagery (AVIRIS or ETM+), and 

appeared robust across the northern and southern hemisphere parallel sites in this study 

for depicting their ecological equivalents. MODIS multitemporal VI profiles matched 

well with those from other sensors (ground, MQUALS, and ETM+) and were able to 

depict seasonal and phenological activity, length of the growing season, peak greenness, 

onset of greenness, and leaf turnover or "dry-down' phase. However, a more thorough 

biophysical and radiometric validation required more complete ground data, and MODIS 

VI performance in spatial and temporal discrimination of vegetation differences needed 

to be further assessed by coupling to the biophysical parameters. Among the sensors 

tested, spatial resolution was found to be most important for discriminating the major 

land cover subtypes within the two parallel semiarid rangelands, and spectral resolution 

had major effects on capturing seasonal dynamics/contrast due to atmosphere influences. 

The validation strategy utilized in this study to successively aggregate the integrity-

inherent multiple fine spatial resolution data to the coarse MODIS pixel sizes appeared to 

perform well and resulted in near-negligible error for most conditions, thus showing 

potentials in the validation of other satellite products. In the future, the relationship 
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between spatial variability and scale needs to be better understood for the effect of spatial 

variability to be taken into account in the aggregation procedure. 
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Optical-Biophysical Relationships of Vegetation 
Spectra without Background Contamination 

Xiang Gao,' Alfredo K Huete,' Wenge NiV and Tomoaki Miura* 

F.r a better evaluation of the accuracy ofVb in estimat
ing biophysical parameters, a "true' VI oatue attributed 
only to the vegetation sipial and free of any contamination 
is needed In this article, pure vegetation spectra were 
extracted from a set of open and closed canopies by unmix
ing the green vegetation signal from the background compo
nent. Canopy model-simulation and reflectances derived 
from graph-based linear extrapolation were used to unmix 
and derive a'true'vegetation signid, equivalent to a perfect 
absorber (free boundary) canopy background r^ctance 
condition. Optical-hiophysical relationships were then de
rived for a variety of canopy structures with differences 
in foliage dumping, horizontal heterogeneity, and leaftype. 
A 3-dimensioruil canopy radiative transfer model and a 
hybrid geometric optical-radiative transfer model (CORT) 
were used to simulate the directiorud-hemispherical reflec
tances from agricultural, gj-assland, and forested canopies 
(cereal and hroadleaf crap, grass, needleleaf, and broadleaf 
forest). The relationships of the extracted red and near-
infrared reflectances and derived vegetation indices (Vis) 
to various biophysical parameters (leaf area index, fraction 
of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation, and per
cent ground cover) were examined for the pure vegetation 
spectra. The results showed normalized difference vegeta
tion index (NDVl) relationships with biophysical parame
ters to become more asymptotic over the pure vegetation 
condition. The extraction of pure vegetation signals had 
little effect on the soil-adjusted vegetation index (SAVl), 
which had values equivaletU to those obtained with the 
presence of a backgntund signal NDVl values were fairly 
uniform across the different canopy types, whereas the SAVI 
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af An2Dna, Tucson, AZ 

^ Dcpaxtment of Ccognphv. Umvemty of MarvUnd. College 
Park. MD 

Addreu correspondence to X. Can. Dept. of Soil, Witer, and Envi-
fonmenial Saence. Univ of Artcona, Tucson. .4Z S572I. E-mail: xgBotf 
ag.aji2ona.edu 

Racatucd 16 Oeccmier 1999; miud 12 May 2000. 
BEMOTE SENS. ENVIRON. 74.609-620 (2000) 
CClsevler Science Inc.. 2000 
655 Avenue of the Amencas. Mew York. NY lOOIO 

values had pronounced differences among carwpy types, 
particularly between the broadleaf arul cereal/needleleaf 
structural types. These results were useful not only in select
ing suitable vegetation irtdices to characterize specific canopy 
biophysical parameters, hut also in understanding a 'true' 
VI behavior, free of background noise. <82000 Elsevier 
Science Inc. 

INTRODUCTION 

Remote sensing plays an important role in the study of the 
biosphere throu^ its ability to make repeatable measure
ments of vegetation characteristics at global scales. Data 
from different wavebands (often visible and near-infrared 
wavelengths) have been combined to produce spectral veg
etation indices (Vis), which arc sensitive measures of both 
ipabal and temporal variations in vegetation photosynthetic 
activity and canopy structural variations. Vis have also been 
shown to be well correlated with vegetation parameters 
such as leaf area index (LAI), biomass, canopy cover, and 
the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation 
(/APAR) (Tucker, 1979; .\srar et aL, 1989; Sellers, 1985). 
/AFAR is an important variable in studies of the energy 
budget and hydrology of the vegetated land surface, while 
LAI is closely related to a variety of canopy processes, 
such as interception, evapotranspiration, photosynthesis, 
respiration, and leaf litterfall (Sellers et aL, 1992a, b; Run
ning and Coughlan, 1988; Potter et al., 1993). 

Generally, vegetation indices approach a saturation 
level asymptotically for a certain range of LAI (Sellers, 
1985) and respond linearly to/APAR. However, a biophysi
cal explanation of the relationship between these indices 
and observable vegetation phenomena is stiQ subject to 
much discussion. Many studies have concluded that VI to 
LAI^AFAR relationships are canopy structure and land 
cover dependent, varying with changes in leaf angle distri
bution. vegetation clumping, row orientation, spacing, and 
optical properties of canopy components (leaf, stem, etc.) 

0034-<i2STAXV$-iee front matter 
Fii soo34-i2s7(ao)ooiso-t 
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(Asrar et aL, 1992; Baret and Cuyot. 1991; Choudhury, 
1987; Coward and Huemmrich, 1992; Roujean and Breon. 
1995). DifTerent canopy types exhibit drastic variations in 
canopy itnictures and reflectance properties, which can 
produce different VI values while having identical LAI or 
fAPAR values. If satellite data are to be used as a measuring 
tool to determine LAI/fAPAR over large areas where there 
are differences in canopy characteristics, then an under
standing of these relationships specific to a given type of 
canopy must be developed. 

In addition, solar zenith angle, sensor view angle, at
mospheric conditions, and background influences from soil 
and litter alter remotely sensed spectral signatures and the 
derived vegetation indices significantly (Baret et aL. 1991; 
Huete, 1987; Deering et al., 1992; cieering et a!.. 1994). 
As noted in numerous studies, darker soil substrates result 
in much higher vegetation index values for a given amount 
of vegetation when the ratio vegetation index (.Pmt/Pfjl 
or the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVl, 
lpm~P'J)KPsn'*'Pr^) were used as vegetation measures, 
while opposite soil brightness influences occur with the 
perpen^cular vegetation index (PVI) (Huete et aL, 1985; 
Elvidge et al., 1985; Roberts et al., 1990). Atmospheric 
turbidity generally inhibits reliable measures of vegetation 
and sometimes renders atmosphere-induced variations on 
canopy spectra to exceed those due to vegetation develop
ment. These effects make the accurate and quantitative 
translation of Vis more difficult and complicated. 

Myneni et aL (1995) reported that there are more than 
12 vegetation indices in the optical region and that they 
have been correlated with vegetation amount,/AFAR, un
stressed vegetation conductance, and photosynthetic ca
pacity. The choice and suitability of a VT is generally deter
mined by its sensittvi^ to the characteristics of interest, 
and/or its sensitivity to disturbing facton. Many efforts 
have been made to optimize vegetation indices and render 
them insensitive to variations in stm-surface-sensor geom
etries, atmosphere, calibntion, and canopy backgiouad. 
Solar zenith, sensor view angle, and atmospheric influences 
are increasingly being handled with improvements in atmo
spheric correction algorithms and bidirectional reflectance 
distribution fiuiction (BRDF) models. Global. NOAA Ad
vanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)-
NDVI processing includes correction for molecular scatter
ing and ozone absorption (Los et al., 1994). In the case 
of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS), BRDF and atmospheric corrections are applied 
prior to VI computation. Canopy background 'brightness* 
effects on Vis. on the other hand, ate not easily corrected 
and must be bandied within the VI equation itself. The soil 
adjusted vegetation index (SAVI) (Huete, 1988) attempted 
this correction, with a soil adjustment factor L. to the 
NDVI equation to account for first-order soil-vegetation 
optical interactions and differential red and NIR extinction 
throu^ the canopy [Eq. (1)]: 

SAVl'^(,l+L)*{pmM~PndV(Pm+Pfd*l'), L*0£. (1) 

The enhanced vegetation index (EVI) is one of the pro
posed MODIS VI products and includes a soil adjiutment 
factor as well as atmosphere resistance term, using the blue 
band (Liu and Huete, 1995; Huete et aL, 1997) [Eq. (2)]: 

E.y/l=2,S*(piin—p,J)/{L+pnm+Ci*pi^—Ci*pt^). (2) 

The atmosphere resistance concept was developed by 
Kaufrnan and Tanr£ (1992). The current coefficients sug
gested for MODIS are L*l, C|=6, and C|~7.5. 

There have been extensive studies made on the sensi
tivities of VI-LAL^APAR relationship to internal and ex
ternal factors with radiative transfer models for both homo-
geneotu and discontinuous canopies (Baret and Cuyot. 
1991; Coward and Huemmrich, 1992; Huemmrich and 
Coward, 1997; Asrar et al.. 1992; B£gu£. 1993; Myneni 
and Williams, 1994). In those studies, a reference or stan
dard case was defined in terms of parameter values consid
ered typical from a remote sensing point of view. A sensitiv
ity analysis was performed by changing or perturbing the 
base case parameter values one at a time and evaluating 
the influence of each disturbing factor. Some studies uti
lized the mean VI value as a "true* VI from which noise 
analyses were conducted to quantitatively characterize the 
influences of individual and combined external fiKton 
(Huete and Liu, 1994; Baret and Cuyot, 1991). 

Simulation studies with canopy reflectance models 
have provided sufficient grounds for relating /AFAR to 
N'DVI by a simple linear model since the relationships are 
independent of pixel heterogeneity and variations in leaf 
orientation and optical properties (Myneni et al., 1994). 
However, such relationships remain very sensitive to the 
brightness of the background materiab. Huemmrich et aL 
(1997) stated that the effects of background reflectance 
were dramatic with a range of possible /AFAR values for 
a given NDVI that could vary as mu^ as 50%, if the 
background reflectance was not known. Simulation studies 
in forest canopies have also shown major problems in using 
Vis for oventory canopy diaracterization, result finm diffi
culties in discriminating the signal contribution of the 
overstory from that of the background (including un-
derstory vegetation) (Spanner et al., 1990). Many authors 
have repotted a lack of sensitivity in MDVI to oventory 
LAI in open canopy conifer forests with dense undentoiies 
(Spanner et aL, 1990; Chen and Cihlar. 1996). 

No matter how robust a VI algorithm is, influences 
from external and nonvegetated fetors cannot be com
pletely removed, resulting in some variabilities of the VI-
LAl^fXFAR relationship. For validation purposes and er-
roi/Uncertainty analyses, a "true* VI value attributed onty 
to the vegetation signal and fixe of any contamination is 
needed. In order to assess the accuracy in a VI product, the 
true VI value must be established for any given vegetation 
condition or amount. In this stui^ we investigate a total 
correction for baxJcground by removing the canopy back
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ground signal, e<]uivalent to a perfect absorber canopy 
background condition. We utilize data sets without an at
mosphere component, enabling an analysis of the optical 
characteristics and VI behavior of the remaining "vegeta
tion' signal only as a function of various biophysical param
eters (leaf area index, fraction of absorbed photosyntheti-
cally active radiation, and percent ground cover), without 
atmosphere and background contamination. 

ANALYSIS APPROACH 

A 3-dimensional canopy radiative transfer model and a hy
brid geometric optical—radiative transfer model (CORT) 
were employed to simulate the directional-hemispherical 
reflectances &om a set of open and closed canopies with 
differences in canopy amount and structure (foliage clump
ing, horizontal heterogeneity, leaf type, etc.) (Myneni. 
1991; Myneiu et aL, 1991; Li et al., 1995; Ni et aL, 1907; 
Ni and Woodcock, 2000). The four canopy types simulated 
and analyTed include: homogeneous cereal crop/grass and 
discontinuous broadleaf crop under various percent cover 
and clump leaf area index (CLAl) conditions; needleleaf 
forest and broadleaf forest under various crown cover and 
foliage area volume densities (FAVD). 

Model Simulatioo 
A 3-dimensional radiative transfer model, which takes into 
account leaf clumping, hot spot, mutual shadowing, and 
lateral and vertical heterogeneity over different structural 
land cover types (Myneni, 1991; Myneni et al., 1901; My
neni et al., 1097), was employed in this study to simulate 
radiation scattering and absorption over cereal crop/grass 
and broadleaf crops. The ndiative transfer equation is 
parametrized by the leaf area density function, the proba
bility density of leaf normal orientation, and the leaf scatter
ing phase Unction and is numerically solved by discrete 
ordinates method—by discretizing the angular vadable into 
a finite number of directions and introducing finite differ
ence schemes for the spatial derivatives (Myneni, 1991; 
Myneni et al., 1991). The model has been validated through 
comparisons with field measurements of soybean and 
maize reflectance for trends and accuracy (Shultis and 
Myneni, 1988) and with AVHRR data over the Fint Inter
national Field Experiment (FIFE) sites in a grassland prai
rie (Privette, 1994). This model is currendy being used 
extensively by the MODIS and Multi-angle Imaging Spec-
troRadiotneter (MISR) Terra instrument science teams. 

A hybrid geometric optical—radiative transfer model 
(CORT), which incorporates multiple scales of clumping 
(shoots into branches, branches into whorls, wfaorls into 
crowns, and crowns into stands which comprise the land
scape) in discontinuous canopies, was used to model the 
radiation regime of needleleaf and broadleaf forests. The 
main difference in the simulation of these two forests is 

the effect of the horizontal whorl, which allows mote light 
to pass through the canopy, present only in the needleleaf 
forest canopies (Ni et aL, 1997). In the CORT model, the 
discontinuous canopy layer is modeled as an assemblage 
of randomly distributed tree crowns of ellipsoidal shape 
with specified horizontal and vertical crown radii and a 
range of crown center heights. Within each single crown, 
the foliage and branches are characterized by the foliage 
area volume density (FAVD). The effect of the heteroge
neous canopy structure due to all levels of clumping on 
the radiation regime is characterized by modeling two types 
of gap probabilities (within-crown and between-crown 
gaps) as a ftmction of crown size, density, height, and 
foliage area volume density (Li et al.. 1095; Ni et aL, 1997). 
The surface hemispherical reflectances are calculated by 
dividing all of the radiation scattered out of the canopy 
layer (upwelling scattered radiation at the top of the canopy 
layer) by incident solar radiation (Ni and Woodcock, 2000). 
This hybrid model was validated using vertical PAR trans
mission measurements over the old jack pine and old black 
spruce stands in BOREAS (Ni et aL. 1997). Recentfy it 
was also validated using daily surface hemispherical reflec
tances collected during the winter and summer of 1995 
over a sparse old jack pine and a dense old black spruce 
forest in the northern area of BOREAS with good accuracy 
(Schewchuk, 1997; Ni and Woodcock, 2000). 

Our analyses were performed by varying one variable 
of interest (background brightness, clumping leaf area in-
dex/FAVD, ground cover/tree density) and setting the re
maining variables at nominal values which are believed to 
represent an average state of each canopy type. The main 
characteristics and differences of the two agricultural cano
pies are shown in Table 1 (Myneni et aL, 1997). 

Input Specifications 
The primary input variables and values specified in the 
two models used to simulate PAR absorption and canopy 
reflectances in blue, green, red, and NIR bands are list^ 
in Table 2. 

The tree geometry parameters (hi, hi, r, and h) col
lected in the old black spruce stands in the southern areas 
of BOREAS (called SOBS site) were used for CORT model 
input (Chen. 1996; Ni et aL. 1997). The values of FAVD 
and tree density were set arbitrarily to study the effects of 
crown thickness and crown cover in both needleleaf and 
broadleaf forests. According to Ni and Woodcock (2000). 
usually hX and hi are not sensitive parameters and the 
crown shape parameter b/r can be assumed constant for 
any species of certain land cover type. The most sensitive 
parameters with certain land cover type are the crown 
radius, tree density, and foliage area volume density. Crown 
radius and tree density combine to yield the single most 
important variable—crown cover. Branches ate assumed 
to be perfect absorbers with zero traiuroittance and re
flectance. 

Hemispherical reflectance and transmittance values 
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TabU I. Stnictiual Attribuia of Two Agilcultiuil Canopiei (£ram Myneni et ai., 1987) 

GnusyCtnal Crop BroadUirf Crop 

Horizootai beterogeneicy (pxmd cover) So (100%) Variable (I0-L00«} 
Stems — Craen stems (104^) 

siz* (m) 0.05 O.IO 
LmC nonnal oneoudon Creciophik Spherical 
FoUag9 dispersion Mbilnul clumping (<1.0) Regular (dumping ftctor >1.0) 
RadUtiw transfsr tnodfti l-D 3-D 
Plant/clump lAl 0-7 0-7 
Verticai beferogeneity (Isaf optics tad LAO) No Mo 
Undentoiy No So 
Crown ibadowing No No 

' Stam fraction rafen (o the fraction of oinopy LAL green items ue modeled as erect reflecting pfotrosiaas wtli laro tnnsmittance. 

(400-2450 nm) were obtained for the leaves of cereal crop/ 
grass, needleleaf forest, and broadleaf forest using an ASD 
spectroradiometer (Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., Boul
der, Colorado), a BaSOi integrating sphere (LI-1800, Licor 
Inc., Lincoln. Nebraska), and a light source modified for -
fiill-nnge spectral measurements (Asner, 1998; Asner et 
aL, 1998). Each reflectance and tnnsmittance sample was 
a mean of200 individual fiill-tange spectral measurements 
and then coavolved to Channels 1-4 of Landsat TM (Table 
3). The hemispherical reflectance and transmittance values 
of cotton leaves, representing a broadleaf crop, were mea
sured with a PS2 (Personal Spectrometer 11) spectroradi-
ometer, a Licor integrating sptere, and a light source. Each 
reflectance and transmittance sample was a mean of 10 
individual spectral measurements and also convohred to 
Channels 1-U of Landsat TM (Table 3). 

Four soils in dry conditioa were used in the simula
tions: i) bright, yellowish-brown Superstition sand (sandy, 
miied, hyperthermic Caldorthid), ii) a high-iron, red 
Whitehouse sandy clay loam (fine, mixed, thermic Ustollic 
Haplargid), iii) a brown Avondale loam (fine-loamy, mixed, 
hyperthermic Typic Torrifluvent), and iv) dark, organic-
rich Cloverpsiing Loam (fine-silty, mixed Cumuiic Cryo-
boroU). Their optical properties (Table 3) were obtained 
using a Barnes Modular Multispectral Radiometer (M MR) 
(Banes Engineering Co., Stanford. Connecticut), which 
measured radiant flux simultaneously in seven spectral 
bands (0.45-0.52 /<m, 0.52-0.60 /im, 0.63-0.69 /tm, 
0.76-0.90/im. 1.15-1.30>im, LSS-l.TS^im, and 2.08-2.30 
;<m} with 15° field of view (Huete, 1987). 

Extractian of Pure Vegetation Spectra 
Two approaches were utilized to extract the pure vegeta
tion signaL 1) graph-based linear extrapolation, and 2) 
model simulation. 

Theoretical Basis for Graph-Based Linear Extrapolation 
Huete (1987) used a simple, first order icteraction model 
to decompose measured spectra over incomplete plant can
opies into a soil-dependent component and a pure vegeta
tion component fiee of soil influences. The model can be 
expressed with Eqs. (3) and (4): 

dJX)'E,Jii)r.{mi)+Ui>r.(i). 
d.U) 
£o(a) 

•r,(A)-r^>l)+r,(<l)lSi). 

(3) 

(4) 

where is the spectra of the soil-canopy mixture; 
is the soil-dependent component, which is the product of 
global irradiance at the top of the canopy £is soil reflectance 
r„ and the downward and upward global transmittance 
through the canopy tf; is the vegetatun component 
and r.(A) equals canopy reflectance. 

The above equation is based on two assumptions; 1) 
second-order, sod-plant interactions are negligible; 2) 
downward and upwnmi canopy tiansmittances are equal. 
When soil background behaves as a perf^ absorber 
(r,»0), then d^=Eft. Utilizing a simple analytcal canopy 
RT model, Yoshioka et aL (1999) also presented a simikr 
equation to describe the reflectance of the canopy-soil 
system by assuming a single canopy layer and a sod layer 
underneath the canopy. They, howi^r, used the average 
canopy transmittance defined as the logarithmic average 
of the downward and upward transmittance of the canopy 
layer for t, in (4). Th^ also included the higher-order 
interaction terms but found them to account for only mi
nor differences. 

Thus, in a plot of canopy reflectance against back
ground reflectance for an identical canopy cover but with 
different backgrounds, the pure vegetation signal r, can be 
extrapolated from the intercept (canopy reflectance with 
back^und of zero reflectanoe). The sbpe of such a line is 
the two-way global transmittance. Band-by-band derivation 
yields pure vegetation reflectance spectra free of back
ground influences. In this stuify, modeled canopy reflec
tance with four soils of varying brightness as background 
were utilized in deriving the linear regression and extrapo
lating to the zero soil case. 

Model Simulation 
Model simulation was accomplished by inserting 'zero' 
for background reflectance in each bond and canopy type 
simulation run. This also provided a zenMSue/AFAR value 
(fraction of absorbed radiation free of background in
fluence). 
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A Lambertian soil case was assumed in all simulations. 
/APAR was approximated by the total absorbed radiation 
fraction within the ted wavelengths. As noted by Myneni 
and Williams (1994),/APAR can be estimated to 95% of 
its true value by the waveband 0.589-0.685 fim. In the 3-
D radiative transfer model./APAR is calculated as the sum 
of the following four parts: absorbed direct solar radiation, 
absorbed diffuse sky radiation, absorbed soil-reflected inci
dent radiation, and absorbed scattered radiation. In the 
CORT model. /APAR is calculated based on the vertical 
distribution of solar radiation absorption density. In addi
tion, /APAR used in this study represents instantaneous 
values at the same solar zenith angle as that of the reflec
tance calculations. 

The pixel-based canopy leaf area index (canopy LAI) 
and effective leaf area index (effective LAl, he) were used 
in agiiculture/gtass and forest canopies, respectively, for 
analyses of their relationships with Vis. Canopy LAI in
cludes the contributions firom stem and is calculated as 
[ground cover*(/clump LAI-^stem silhouette area index)]. 
In the case of cereal crop/grass, stem silhouette area index 
is 0.0, and canopy LAI is equivalent to /clump LAI. We 
assumed that a clump LAI (CLAI) of O.Ol is small enough 
to be considered as zero vegetation density. Effective lAl 
(Le). which takes into account the clumping effect of nee
dle into shoots, is related to foliage area volume density 
FAVD, crown volume horizontal crown radius r, 
vertical crown radius b, and tree density a by Eq. (5) (Chen 
et aL, 1991; Ni et aL. 1997); 

L.»FAVD«V^.x=FAVD-4/3»sr%«/L (5) 

Combining with equation crown cov«r(%)*l-e"^"* 
(Table 2). we obtain Eq. (6): 
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L.*FA\I)'4n-b*\nl (6) 
\1—croicn oavertbl 

So. the "FAVD«b»4/3" is similar to the function of CLAl 
in agriculture/grass. Both ground cover and crown cover 
refer to the percent of pixel covered by the green ^-egetation 
in this study. 

We limit our results to the NDVI and SAVI. The EVI 
was also anafyzed but not presented due to its similarity to 
SAVI under the 'no atmosphere" conditions of this study. 

RESULTS 

Agricttkure 

Uniform Case (Certal Crop/Cnus and BroadUirf Crop 
with 100% Cover) 
Spectral Signatures. In Figure I, simulated canopy reflec
tances of cereal crop/grass in the red and NIR bands are 
plotted against bare soil background reflectance for various 
levels of clump LAI (CLAI). Each line represents a con
stant vegetation amount with difierent soil backgrounds. 
The intercepts of such a plot represent modeled canopy 
reflectances with zero background, while the slopes repre
sent the two-way gbbal canopy transmittances [see Eq. 
(4)]. As can be seen, modeled canopy reflectances behave 
linearly with soil background refkctuice with regression 
analyses indicating K' values larger than or close to 0.99. 
In the visible bands (only the ted band is shown), modeled 
canopy reflectances generally decrease with increases in 
vegetation amount. In the NIR band, the change in mod
eled canopy reflectance with vegetation amount is depen
dent on t^ underlying soil brightness with a 'critical'' soil 
reflectance value of -0.30. Brighter soils (>0.30) result 

Tablt 2. Panmeter Spwifiintions in Model Simulations 

Direct camposiUon of inctdent ndiation (0.8) 
Solar zenith an^ (40*) 
Sensor view zenith and aaimuth (bemiapherical) Illumination and viewing 

conditions Afficulturt Fomt 

Canopy and bndicajia csndiHons Flanl/clump laaf atn indu, CLAI* 
(m'/ni') (0.01.0.25.0.30.0.75.1.00. 
2.00.3.00.4.00.5.00. 7.00) 
Cnuwi omr (10«. 2S«. 50«. 7S«, 
and 100% &r braadinf cnp only) 
Leaf angle distnbuOoo (Table 1) 

OpOol pnperties of oomponents in 
tiw auwpy lyMem (Tal̂  3) 

• Lower bound of own center beigbt, hi (3.0 m) 
• Upper bound of crawn center iMlgbt. ht (U m) 
• Hamonlal crown radius, r (0.76 m) 
• VeitiGal crown ndiui. b (2.7 o) 
• Leaf oiienlatiao factor. C (0J) 
• Foliage am whune denitty. FAVD laf/af) 

(0.0028. 0.06M. 0.1380. 0.3083.0.2778, 0J55B. 
0.8333) 

• Tree density, (no. of tiee^m*) (0.1585.0.1966. 
0J815.0 J820.0JOS. 0.6635, 0.7B4. LOiSS. 
1.2688. L6SaS) 

• Laef angle distitbotlaa (iphertcal) 

Lea£ reflectance and tranamlttanre 
Bed[gtcuod (mil): nifiectance 

'CLAL one-fided tool luiface aieeofleevea per unit gmund ana. 
' i: it is related to die crown cover by the equalian (cram co«iT<%)»l-«'**') (Ni at aL. IBBT). Thua. the Ibted tree denlliea cotrespnnd to 25*. 

30«. «)«. 50«. 60«. 70«. 73«. 85*. 90«. and 9S« down oorar. reipecttwiy. 
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Tabid 3. Optical Properties of Soils and Green Leaves of Four Canopjr Types Used In the Modal Simulations 

BefUctana' 
Blut Grtm Btd NIR Trammittttne  ̂

(0.-I5-0.S2) (0.52-0.60) (0.63-0.S9) (0.76-0.90) BUu Grm Bed NIR 

CruVceml crop* 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.40 0.02 0.10 0.04 0J8 
Bnadleaf crops 0.10 O.IS 0.11 aJ2 0.01 0.05 0.01 OJB 
Nccdleleaf ferejt 0.08 0.15 0.08 0.4S 0.00 0.08 0.03 OM 
Broadleaf forest (EC)* 0.06 0.11 O.OS 0.46 0.01 0.08 ooa 0.41 
Superstition sand 0.18 0.2S6 0J37 0J78 
Avoiuial* loam 0.087 ai28 0.188 0.232 
Whitebotue sandy clay loam 0.041 0.078 0.1S8 0.206 
Clovenpnng loam 0.033 0.044 0.062 0.003 

' T1>e wiveloigih nnge of each wavelength ngioa (blue, grMn, red, tod NIR) for tnnsmiltanca is wns ai Uut for ra6«c(anca. 
' EC'cvetgrecn spedes in BiiziL 

in decreasing moikled canopy reflectance with increasing 
amounts of vegetation, while darker soils (<0.30) resiilt 
in increasing modeled canopy reflectance with vegetation 
amount Soil brightness aWys has a positive effect on 
modeled canopy reflectances in all wavebands and CLAI 
levels. Note that there is also a critical soil reflectance value 
in the red (-0.025) below which canopy spectra would 
increase with vegetation amount 

The model-simulated and graph-derived, 'zero" back
ground canopy reflectances were compared and showed 
littk diflerence in magnitude with maximum RMS errors 
in the red below 0.0002 and in the NIR bek>w 0.003. This 
indicates that a first-order, interaction mockl can ade
quately describe the manner in which soil and vegetation 
spectra mix to produce a composite canopy response. The 
two-way global transmittance spectra (slopes in Fig. 1) and 
extracted pure canopy reflectance spectra with 'zero" soil 
background (intercepts in Fig. I) are shown in Figure 2 
over four bands and various levels of CLAI. The resulting 
pure canopy reflectance spectra are firee of background 
coataminatioa and start at 0.0 for zero vegetation amount 
(CLAI =0.01) and increases with CLAI at all wavelengths, 
including the visible. Sensitivity to vegetation amount is 
greatest in the NIR and very lew in the visible. The two-
way global transmittance curves, which are independent 

of soil background, ranged from 1.0 at zero vegetation 
amount in all wavebands to 0.0 at dense vegetation amounts 
(CLAI'7.00). The magnitude of transmittance in the 
NIR band is higher than those of the visible bands, espe
cially at intermediate vegetation densities. The visible 
bands have similar magnitudes of transmittance with the 
green bond slightly higher. These results agree well with 
known wavelength-dependent flux extinction through veg
etated canopies. 

Reflectance/Vh-canopy LAI relationships. The pure 
canopy reflectance in the red and NIR bands, as vvell as 
the mixed spectra of vegetation with dark (Cloveispring) 
and bright (Superstition) soil backgrounds for cereal crop/ 
grass and broadleaf crop are compared in Figure 3. In the 
red band, the two canopies present a similar trend in that 
reflectances over both dark and bright soib decrease with 
canopy LAI, yet increase with canopy LAl over the "zero" 
soil. In contrast, NIR reflectances behave quite differentfy 
for the two canopies. The NIR reflectance of all canopies 
increases with canopy LAI for all backgrounds except in 
the case of the cereal crop with bright soil. We also note 
that the NIR band shows the best discrimination of canopy 
types with canopy reflectance leveb of the broadleaf crop 
much higher than those encountered in the cereal crop 
case. Thus, fnim a pure vegetation signal perspective (zero-
soil), we can conclude that it is the ^nR that shows the best 

Figure i. Relationshtp bet>wen simulated canopy reflectance 
arid underlying bare soil refkctance in red and NIR bands 
for various levels of clump LAI (.01, .50, .75. 1.0, 2.0, 
3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 7.0) for cereal crop and grass. 

Figure Z Derived canopy reflectance spectra for 'zero" soil 
bKkgiound and transmittance spectra for various levels of 
clump LAl (.01, .25, .50. .75, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0.5.0, and 7.0) 
for cereal crop/grass. 

Oil 32 

SoA rvtaanc* 
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Figure 3. ReUUoiuhip between canopy LAI and canopy red 
and NIR reflectance and Vis for "zero,* duk, and bright 
soil backgrounds for cereal crop/grau and bioidleaf crop 
(uniform case). 

Figure 4. Relationship between/APAR and canopy red and 
NIR reflectance and Vis for 'zero,* dark, and brigbt soil 
bacltfiDunds for cereal crop/grass and broadleaf crop 
(uniform case). 

discrimination of vegetation structural variations (cereal vi. 
broadleaf). The visible bands provide very little discrimina
tion and most change in the visible bands are associated 
with soil background difieiences instead of vegetation. 

Although soil brightness always has a positive effect 
on canopy reflectance, vegetation indices give different 
responses to soil brightness (Fig. 3). Darker soils generally 
result in higher NDVI values for incomplete canopies. 
However, extrapolating to a *no soil" case, further raises 
the NDVI, particularly over low canopy LAI conditions, 
where the NDVI value varied by more than 0.6 units over 
the three backgrounds (Fig. 3). The vegetation index value 
for zero soil determines the upper limit of the NDVI. 
Figure 3 shows that the NDVI is not only background-
sensitive. but most of its dynamic range occurs only with 
the presence of a soil background, the brighter the back
ground the greater its dynamic range. The NDVI exhibited 
very little sensitivity to vegetation for the zero soil case, 
approaching saturation throughout the entire range of can
opy LAI. The presence of a soil background restores an 
exponential dynamic range of NDVI. but in a manner 
dependent on the background optical properties. 

For both canopy types, the SAVI had "zero* soil behav
ior not too different from those of the bright and dark soil 
cases, all responding exponential^ to canopy LAI. The 
SAVI also had slight soil brightness problems, but opposite 
to that of the NDVI. with brighter backgrounds producing 
slighdy higher values. In addition, the NDVI-canopy LAI 
relationship was more sensitive to soil background than 
canopy Qpe as NDVI values varied little between the two 
Opes (Fig. 3). This mimicked the lack of variatiotu found 
in the ted band. The NDVI also saturated at lower canopy 

LAI values (-2) than the other indices (canopy LAI -4). 
The SAVI was not so sensitive to soil background but very 
sensitive to canopy ^pe. The asymptotic maximum values 
of the SAVI were 0.45 and O.ffi, respectively, for cereal 
crop/grass and broadleaf canopies. This agrees with the 
large separation in asymptotic NIR reflectances (0.3 and 
0.48) encountered between the two canopy types. 

HefUctance/Vls-fAPAB relationship. The relation
ships between /AFAR and red/NIR canopy reflectance un
der 'zero,* dark, and bright backgrounds for the two canopy 
types are shown in Figure 4. They are very similar to those 
of red/NIR canopy reflectance with canopy LAI except 
that fXPAR is more linearly related to canopy leflectance. 
Note that red reflectances converge at maximum /AFAR 
values while NIR reflectances separate with maximum /A-
PAR values according to canopy type. Sod brightness had 
a positive effect on/AFAR magnitude with the brightest 
soil resulting in the highest/APAR for a constant canopy 
over both canopy types (Fig. 4). This was due to the higher 
soil-reflected PAR whiiJi could be absorbed by the canopy. 
Soil brightness also affected the relationship between vege
tation indices and /AFAR with SAVI responding nearly 
linearly to /APAR for zero, dark, and bright soil back
ground of both canopy Q^pes. The relationship of NDVI 
with /AFAR was mostly linear with a soil-dependent slope 
or sensitivity which became very small for the zero s^ 
case. As in the relationships with canopy LAI, the NDVI 
devebped a nearly saturated relationship with^^AR for 
the "no soil" case and had a greater dynamic range only 
in the presence of brighter scd backgrotmds. Canopy type 
influences on VIS-/AFAR relationships were less signifkant 
than the Vl-canopy LAI relationsUps. The NDVI was 
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Figufv 5. Relatloiuhlp between canopy LAI and canopy red 
and NIR reflectance and Vis for 'zato,* dark, and bright 
soil backgrounds for broadleaf crop with 25%, 50%, and 100% 
ground cover. 

nearly insensitive to canopy type while the SAVI responded 
differently to each type at/APAR values greater than 0.4. 

Effects of horizontal heterogeneity (Broadleaf Crop) 
Spectral siffuitures. One of the main difierences in canopy 
characteristics between brtjadleaf crop and cereal crop/ 
grass is the horizontal heterogeneity. Two parameters are 
needed to describe such a canopy: clump LAI and % 
ground cover. Under heterogeneous canopies, one may 
have significant sod background signals and high canopy 
transmittance values along with high clump LAI values. 
As the canopy develops &om low to full cover, the heteroge
neity of the incomplete canopies decreases until a homoge
neous, full cover is achieved Regression analyses showed 
the same linear relationships between canopy response and 
underfying soil reflectance for any combinations of clump 
LAI and groimd cover, enabling the derivation of 'pure' 

Figure 6. RetaUonihip between fAPAIl and VIi for "zero," 
da^ and bright wil ^kgrounds for broadleaf crop with 
25%, 50%, and 100% ground cover 

Figura 7. Relationship betu«en ground cover and Vis for 
"zero' (solid line) ana bright soil (dotted line) backgrounds 
for various leveb of clump LAI (.01, .25, .75, 1.0, 2.0, 
3.0,4.0,5.0, and 7.0) for ortiadleaf crop. 

canopy spectral signatures (zero soil) and two-way global 
transmittance spectra through graph interpolation. 

Beflectance/VIs-canopy LAI relattomhip. The rela
tionship between canopy LAI and canopy reflectance un
der "zero," dark, and bright soil backgnunds for broadleaf 
crop canopies of 25%, 50%, and 100% cover is shown in 
Figure 5. Canopy red reflectances under 'zero" and dark 
soil backgrounds show near saturation to variations of both 
canopy LAI and %cover, but is very responsive over the 
bright soil background. In contrast, NIR canopy reflec
tances are more sensitive to variations of foliage clumping 
and horizontal heterogeneity over "zero" and dark soils. 
Note that NIR canopy reflectances over the bright soil 
background show different variations with canopy LAI be
tween heterogeneous and uniform canopy cases (Fig. 3). 
Thus, the broadleaf crop of 100% cover was the onty case 

Figure 8. Derived canopy reflectance spectra for "zero" nil 
background for various Crals of FAVD (0.003,0.07, 0.14, 
Oill, 0.28,0JS6, and 0.83) for needleleaf and broadLeaf forest 
with 50% and 95% crown coven. 
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Figures. Relatiauhip between efTec-
tive LAI and VU for "zero." dark, and 
bri^t loil backgroundi far needleleaf 
and broadleiif forest with 25%, 50%, and 
96% crown coven. 

where NIR canopy reflectance increased with dump LAI 
(CLAI) over a bright soil. 

Several features can be observed in (he influence of 
horizontal heterogeneity on the relationship between each 
VI and canopy LAI for the bright, dark, and "zero" soil 
backgrounds (Fig. 5). The relationship between VI and 
canopy LAI was not unique but depen^nt on the %cover 
of the canopy and *soil-noise" variability. Thus, a canopy 
lAl of 2 may restilt in NDVI values tanging from 0.35 
to 0.85, depending on the interplay of %cover and soil 
brightness. CeneraUy, canopies with sparse clumps and 
higher ground cover (e.g., CLAI=2.0 and 50% ground 
cover) have higher VI values than those with dense clumps 
and lower ground cover (CLAI=4.0 and 25% ground 
cover). This was true for all indices with one difference; 
\Vhen canopy LAI is less than 1.0, SAVI values are rela
tively insensitive to the various configurations of ground 
cover and CLAI. This implies that Vb are not indicative 
of canopy LAI or absolute amount of leaf area, but respon
sive to the spatial distribution of such leaf area. Thus, the 
concept of canopy LAI is more meaningful only in the 
uniform canopy case (complete ground cover). By contrast, 
the SAVI reduced soil variability very well for both incom
plete and uniform canopies (Fig. 5), allowing one to ob
serve the unique relationships between VI and canopy lAl 
for various clumping configurations. As in the cereal crop/ 
grass case, the NDVI showed little variation over the entire 
range of canopy LAI and %cover conditions under "zero* 
soil background due (o saturation effects. 

VIs-fAPAR relationships. There is a fairly linear rela
tionship of both Vis with EAPAR (Fig. 6). This relationship, 
however, is strongly soil dependent in the NDVL Soil 
influences were stronger in the NDVI-^AFAR relationship 

than in NDVI-canopy LAI, because a brighter background 
has the effect of enhancing/APAR (through backscatter) 
while depressing NDVI values. As with the cereal crop/ 
grass canopies, the zero soil case yielded a smaller range 
of NDVI values (0.68-0.80) with varying %cover. The 
SAVI-/APAR relationship at different percent ground cov
ers were relatively insensitive to the underlying soil bright
ness and linear throughout the VI dynamic range. One can 
also observe a nearly unique correspondence between both 
Vis and {AFAR regardless of the spatial distribution of 
leaf area in a pixel This indicates that the relationship is 
independent of pixel heterogeneity, as observed in previous 
studies (Myneni et aL, 1994). Nevertheless, at a given can
opy LAI, PAR absorption can differ depending upon how 
ground cover and CLAI are distributed in different config
urations in a canopy. Canopies with greater ground cover 
and lower CLAI are more absorptive than canopies with 
lower ground cover and higher CLAI. Thus, the pattern 
of leaf area distribution on the ground is a better determi
nation of the radiation regime than the absolute amount 
of such leaf area. In summary, the spatial distribution of 
leaf area determines the magnitude of both canopy reflec
tance and PAR absorption. Although the relationship be
tween yXPAR and NDVt is indeed insensitive to the spatial 
distribution of leaf area, its sensitivity to the underlying 
soil brightness makes it difficult to extrapolate/APAR fom 
NDVI or vice versa, not as in the strong unique relation
ships between SAVI and /APAR. 

Vb-ffmnd cotier relationships. The relationships of 
Vis with percent ground cover over 'zero' and bright sod 
background ate plotted in Figure 7 for the various levels 
of clump LAI (ClAl). The relationships are quite different 
for NDVI under the two cases with NDVI relative^ insen-

Rgurv 10. Elelatloniitip between /A-
PAR and Vis for'zero,* dark, and brl^t 
soil backpounds for needleleaf and 
broadkaf forest with 25%, S0%,and9S% 
down coven. 
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Figun 11. Croupiots of NDVI and EVI vi. SAVI for all cases 
of the four canopy types. 

In this study, all analyses were also performed for the 
enhanced vegetation indn (EVI). We did not include an 
EVI analysis here since these results were similar to SAVI 
under no atmosphere (r*«0.99 for the four canopy types 
with difilerent foliage clumpin^AVD, horizontal hetero
geneity, and background brightness) (Fig. 11). Thus, all of 
the properties found in SAVI were also applicable to the 
EVI. In comparison, the correlation between NDVI and 
SAVI for the four canopy types were weaker with r* values 
of 0.84 over the dark to bright canopy backgrounds (Fig. 
11). This relationship was further degraded when the zero 
soil case was included in the regression (r* = 0.57). 

sitive to percent ground cover over the 'zero' background. 
In contrast, the "zero' soil case had no major influence on 
the SAVI-%cover relationship. For both Vis. the resulting 
relationships were generally Unear and strong^ CLAI de
pendent With an increase of CLAI. the sensitivity of VI 
to ground cover generally increased significantly, except 
in the case of NDVI over "zero" background. Thus, a VI-
%cover relationship in a broadleaf crop or shrub canopy 
would require knowledge of the mean CLAI of the shrub 
plant, broadleaf plant, or row crop. 

Forest 
Spectral signatures. The derived canopy reflectance spec
tra without soil contamination for needleleaf and broadleaf 
forests of 50% and 95% crown cover are depicted in Figure 
8. The differences between needleleaf and broadleaf forest 
are very similar to those between cereal cro[^grass and 
broadleaf crops. NIR reflectances respond^ to both 
FAVD, crown cover, and canopy type. With the same 
crown cover and FAVD. the magnitude of "pure" canopy 
reflectance in the NIR band is higher in the broadleaf 
forest In contrast, there were very few differences in the 
magnitudes of "pure' canopy reflectances in the visible 
bands under 50% and 95% crown covers, various levels of 
FAVD, and two canopy types (needleleaf vs. broadleaf). 

Vls-bioph îcal relationships. The relationships be
tween Vis and biophysical parameters (effective LAl and 
/APAR) of both needleleaf and broadleaf forests with vari
ous backgrounds and crown covers are depicted in Figures 
9 and 10, respectively. For the same VI and biophysical 
parameter, their relationships are very similar, except that 
the broadleaf forest consistently resulted in higher VI val
ues. Figure 9 shows the NDVI-eCfective LAI relationships 
to be more sensitive to canopy background and relatively 
insensitive to crown cover and canopy structure type. In 
contrast, the SAVI-effective LAI relationships were pre
dominantly canopy structure dependent (broadleaf vs. nee-
dkleaf). There is a generally linear to slighdy curvilinear 
relationship between Vis and/APAR with, once again, the 
NDVI sensitive to canopy background and insensitive to 
canopy structure while the SAVI sensitive to canopy struc
ture and insensitive to background (Fig. 10). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this article, a 3-dimensional canopy radiative transfer 
model and a hybrid geometric optical-radiative transfer 
model (GORT) were employed to simulate the directional-
hemispherical reflectances from agricultural, grassland, 
and forested canopies (cereal and broadleaf crop, grass, 
needleleaf and broadleaf forest). Pure vegetation spectra, 
free of background contamination and equivalent to a 
"zero" canopy background reflectance condition, were de
rived by both model simulation and graph-based linear 
extrapolations. These spectra and derived Vis were ana
lyzed to understand the 'true' VI relationships to various 
biophysical parameters characteristic of four canopy types 
exhibiting variations in canopy structure, foliage clumping, 
horizontal heterogeneity, and leaf type. 

The results showed significantly greater saturation 
problems in the relationships between NDVI and various 
biophysical parameters with removal of soil background 
contamination (zero soil). It was the presence of a soil 
background that restored the dynamic range of NDVI in 
a manner dependent on the backgroimd optical properties 
and enabled the use of NDVI to assess variations in vegeta
tion amount In contrast, the extraction of pure vegetation 
spectra did not have a major influence on the SAVI value 
or its relationship with biophysical parameters. NDVI-
biophysical relationships were found to be more sensitive 
to soil background than canopy structure type while SAVI-
biophysical relationships were not sensitive to background 
but responded to canopy structure type and amount 

The pattern of leaf area distribution on the ground 
was found to be more determinant of the canopy radiation 
regime than the absolute amount of such leaf area. Thus, 
canopy LAI /effective LAI was only meaningful in the 
uniform canopy cases, while ground cover and clump LAI/ 
FAVD were more important in characterizing the radiation 
regime and canopy reflectances in open canopies. The 
spatial heterogenei^ of vegetation canopies did not signifi-
candy aflect the relationship between Vis and /APAR. 
However, the sensitivify of the NDVI-/APAR relationship 
to the underling soil brightness made it di£BcuIt to extn^ 
olate/APAR &om NDVI or vice vena. This was in contrast 
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to the strong, unique relationship found between SAVI 
and/AFAR. 

We also found NDVI to be advantageous in yielding 
biophysical relationships applicable across varying canopy 
types (cereal crop vs. broadleaf crop, or needleleaf forest 
vs. broadleaf forest). However, NDVI sensitivity to soil 
background affected these relatioruhips and required 
knowledge of soils for biophysical estimationj. The SAVI 
provided biophysical relationships &ee of soil influences 
similar to those in the real soil cases, but their relationships 
were sensitive to canopy structure, thus requiring knowl
edge of canopy type for biophysical assessinents. In the 
MODIS-era, land cover maps, would be available to aid 
in the application of the SAVI and EVI to yield biophysical 
vegetation information. In contrast, the NDVI would bene
fit from the availability of soil maps for improved biophysi
cal information extraction. 

These studies have provided some insights into select
ing suitable Vis to derive specific canopy biophysical pa
rameters across difTeient canopy types, and ev^uating the 
accuracy of derived biophysic^ canopy parameters with 
remote sensing measurements. An accuracy analysis nor
mally requires a standard or 'true" value from which one 
can measure error and uncertainty. An atmosphere-free 
VI value determined from nadir view and reference sun 
angle still sufTen from background contamination unless 
a 'reference* soil can be assigned. In reality the canopy 
background is composed of a variety of materiab, such 
as litter, rock, and vegetation undentory, whose optical 
properties are quite different from that of general soib. 
The SAVI appean to eliminate this dilemma. Nevertheless, 
it is of future interest to (iitther test the zero background/ 
"true" VI behavior over additional background materials 
and to validate this in the field over different canopy types. 
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ABSTRACT 

Vegetation Indices (VI) are one of the standard products available from data 

acquired by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the Earth 

Observing System (EOS) Terra platform launched in December 1999. As indicators of 

seasonal and inter-annual variations in vegetation detection and monitoring, this 

operational product needs to be rigorously validated with near-simultaneous in-situ 

measurements. In this study, we conducted a MODIS VI product validation based on 

radiometric, compositing, multitemporal and biophysical variations over the Jornada 

Experimental Range, New Mexico, a Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) site. The 

validation was performed by scaling up multiple and independent fine spatial resolution 

data, including ground and airborne radiometry, and high spatial resolution imagery 

(Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus, ETM+), to the coarser spatial resolution data from 

MODIS. 

The results showed the 500m MODIS reflectances and Vis to match well with the 

MODLAND Quick Airborne Looks (MQUALS) observations for the three major land 

cover subtypes (grassland, transition, and creosote bush). The MODIS 16-day 

composited products compared well with nadir-view, single-day MODIS data, despite 

view angle variations and problems with the cloud mask algorithm and mislabeled quality 

flags. The compositing algorithm also minimized view angle-related problems normally 

encountered with the maximum value composite (MVC) methodology, allowing for more 

accurate derivations of biophysical parameters from the MODIS Vis. The seasonal 

dynamics of the grassland site were more dramatically captured with the MODIS data in 

comparison with the other sensors with the magnitude of the MODIS Vis almost 

doubling from dry season to wet season. The multitemporal Vis at different sensor spatial 

resolutions matched well and were all able to depict seasonal and phenological activity, 

length of the growing season, peak greenness, onset of greenness, and leaf turnover or 

'dry-down' period. However, it was difficult to do a more thorough VI validation due to 

the limited ground biophysical and radiometric data sets. MQUALS was shown to be a 

potentially useful tool in up-scaling in-situ measurements to MODIS and ETM+ spatial 
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resolutions as well as in validating the MODIS compositing algorithm with its nadir 

measurements and linear relationships with solar zenith angle. The preliminary results 

presented here provide a better understanding of the performance and accuracy of the 

MODIS VI products during the first year after launch. 
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the primary interests of the Earth Observing System (EOS) program is to 

study the role of terrestrial vegetation in large-scale global processes with the goal of 

understanding how the Earth functions as a system. This requires an understanding of the 

global distribution of vegetation types as well as their biophysical and structural 

properties and spatial/temporal variations. Operational monitoring of the terrestrial 

vegetation includes the use of spectral vegetation indices (Vis). They serve as precise 

radiometric measures of the spatial and temporal patterns of vegetation photosynthetic 

activity and are also useful in biophysical interpretations of leaf area inde.x (LAI), percent 

green cover, green biomass, and fraction of absorbed phoiosynthetically active radiation 

(fAPAR). 

The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), on board the first 

platform of NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS) "Terra", launched in 1999, is a 

highly evolved successor to the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) 

with improved sensor characteristics for providing data on terrestrial biospheric dynamics 

and process rates (Running et al., 1994; Salomonson et al., 1989). The MODIS Land 

(MODLAND) Science Team has produced a suite of scientific products from the data 

that this sensor gathers, including global data sets on land surface reflectance, vegetation 

indices (VI), leaf area index (LAI), the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active 

radiation (fAPAR), net primary production (NPP), temperature, albedo, land cover, and 

land cover change (Justice et al., 1998). 

Two vegetation index (VI) algorithms are produced globally for land. One is the 

standard normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), which is referred to as the 

"continuity index" to the existing NOAA-AVHRR derived NDVI. There is a 20-year 

NDVI global data set (1981 - 2000) from the NOAA- AVHRR series, which could be 

extended by MODIS data to provide a long term data record for use in operational 
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monitoring studies. However, the MODIS NDVI will not be completely the same as that 

derived from the NOAA-AVHRR instrument due to different sensor characteristics. The 

narrower spectral widths of the MODIS bands eliminate the water absorption region in 

the NIR and also render the red band more sensitive to chlorophyll absorption. The other 

MODIS VI is an "enhanced" vegetation index (EVI) with improved sensitivity into high 

biomass regions and improved vegetation monitoring through a de-coupling of the 

canopy background signal and a reduction in atmosphere influences (Liu and Huete, 

1995). The two Vis complement each other in global vegetation studies and improve 

upon the extraction of canopy biophysical parameters. 

Arid lands, semiarid grasslands, and woodlands occupy about one-half the Earth's 

land surface (Holecek et al., 1998). Since these arid and semiarid regions are very 

sensitive to climate variations, much research has been devoted to identifying changes in 

rangeland vegetation and vegetation patterns and attempting to link such changes to 

environmental factors. Changes in the boundaries between semiarid and arid lands, the 

expansion of arid lands, and changes in the relative proportions of bare soil, grass, and 

shrub are candidate indices of environmental change due to either human impacts or 

regional climate changes. Monitoring changes in these vast areas, which often have 

limited access, are difficult using conventional techniques. Remote sensing tools offer a 

unique capability to study and monitor these vast areas for changes and to assess 

rangeland health. 

The objectives of this study are to conduct a comprehensive validation of the 

MODIS VI products from multiple perspectives, including radiometric, compositing, 

multitemporal, and biophysical components. We also test the capability of MODIS 

vegetation indices to assess/monitor land cover subtypes and conversions in the semiarid 

region of the Jomada Experimental Range. Multiple spatial and temporal resolutions are 

used to quantify various characteristics of rangeland vegetation based on MODIS data 
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and multiple, independent, fine spatial resolution measurements. It should be noted that 

the MODIS VI products, as presented in this paper, were derived while the calibration 

and algorithms were still being adjusted. Thus, the results presented here are not meant to 

give definitive results on the reliability of the MODIS products, but rather help in 

understanding the performance of the MODIS vegetation indices during the first year 

after launch. 

STUDY SITE 

The Jornada Experimental Range (JRN) lies 37 km north of Las Cruces, New 

Mexico on the Jornada del Muerto Plain in the northern part of the Chihuahuan Desert 

(32°36.5' N, 106°52.2' W). The range consists of a flat valley, approximately 800 km' in 

size, bounded by the Rio Grande floodplain (elevation 1.186 m) on the west and the crest 

of the San Andres mountains (2,833 m) on the east (Fig. I). The climate is semiarid with 

a mean annual precipitation of 210 mmyr ' and a mean annual temperature of 16°C and, 

as a result, a sparse vegetation cover throughout the valley. This area is part of the 

National Science Foundation, Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) site network and 

has been the focus of several hydrologic and biogeochemical studies associated with land 

use in arid ecosystems (Peterjohn and Schlesinger, 1991). 

Heavy grazing and fire suppression have contributed to the observed 

transformation of desert grasslands to shrubland systems (Buffington and Herbel, 1965; 

Schlesinger et al., 1990). Once dominant Boiiteliia eriopoda (black grama) grasslands at 

Jornada have been transformed to Larrea tridentata (creosote bush) and Prosopis 

glandiilosa (mesquite) shrublands which form a two-phase landscape comprised of 

dunelike mesquite clusters imbedded in a bare soil surface. Between areas of intact 

grassland and fully developed mesquite shrubland lies a "transitional" area characterized 

by a heterogeneous mix of Prosopis glandidosa (the dominant species) with scattered 
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yucca (Yucca elata) plants and occasional forbs and grasses. A significant amount of bare 

soil is present in all these areas. 

METHODS 

The main validation approach used here involves a comparison of reflectances 

and Vis between near-simultaneous in situ measurements obtained using ground- and 

airborne-based instruments and MODIS data. Ground-based measurements are typically 

derived on a point basis, whereas MODIS has a spatial resolution of 250m ~ I km. In 

most instances, where the land surface properties varies spatially at scales of meters to 

kilometers, a single point-based measurement cannot be used to validate an estimate of 

the same property derived from the coarse spatial resolution satellite data. The 

rectification of these major differences in their spatial resolutions demands an 

understanding of the spatial variability of the land surface properties and a mechanism for 

scaling up from the field observations to satellite measurements. This may, in turn, 

involve the use of image data recorded at intermediate spatial resolution by other sensors 

mounted on board aircraft and earth-observing satellites. 

In order to evaluate the various components of the MODIS VI products, including 

radiometric, compositing, multitemporal, and biophysical aspects, multiple fine spatial 

resolution data was used as independent measures. These included, 1) ground 

measurements; 2) a light-aircraft package flying at low altitudes to provide "ground truth" 

radiometric data free of atmosphere influences and; 3) high spatial resolution satellite 

imagery (Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus, ETM+). The general validation approach 

adopted in this study was to have data at incremental spatial resolution, using the "point 

data" from the field to calibrate or validate airborne or high spatial resolution imagery, 

such as ETM+. which can then be used to cover a larger spatial area and be spatially 

averaged/aggregated to represent the coarse spatial resolution MODIS data (Gao et al.. 
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2000). Through the coupling of field data with high spatial resolution imagery, the 

integrity of the field data is propagated through to the high spatial resolution image data, 

which can also be coupled to MODIS data. 

The MODLAND Quick Airborne Looks (MQUALS) is an airborne radiometric 

package consisting of a nadir-looking calibrated and traceable "transfer radiometer" with 

MODIS filters (15° field-of-view), a digital spectral camera, and a set of albedometers, 

all connected to a laptop computer for synchronized measurements (Huete et. al, 1999). 

The ground component of MQUALS consists of a spectralon reference panel with a 

second radiometer with MODIS filters for continuous measurements of site irradiance. 

The package is generally flown below the atmosphere at low altitudes (150 - 200m, 

AGL) for accurate and independent characterization of surface optical properties. The 

aircraft is able to cover multiple transects over a selected site with measurements geo-

located with Global Positioning System (GPS. 1-5 meters with differential GPS 

corrections and 15 meters RMS) on board the aircraft. Multiple measurements are 

generally made to bracket a range of sun angles and to allow interpolation of the 

radiometric data to specific solar zenith angle for standardization purposes. The 

radiometers and field reference panel were calibrated by the Remote Sensing Group 

within the Optical Sciences Department at the University of Arizona, and provides a 

"traceable" link to the MODIS sensor and a reference to a NIST-traceable standard of 

reflectance. Such traceabilities enable the successful validation of MODIS products. In 

addition, both aircraft and ground Exotech radiometers have MODIS filters, precluding 

the concern of sensor spectral differences (Table I). 

The Landsat-7 satellite which carries the ETM+ sensor, and the Terra satellite 

which carries the MODIS sensor, share identical orbits, with a separation of 

approximately 30 minutes from each other. The near-nadir view of ETM+ is useful in 

validating the MODIS-VI compositing algorithm, which attempts to standardize the day 
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to day, variable sun-target-sensor configurations to nadir view angle reflectances and Vis 

at a solar zenith angle representative of the observations (Huete et. al, 1999). The high 

spatial resolution of ETM+ (30m) is also readily degraded to different MODIS pixel sizes 

(250m, 500m, and lOOOm). The main limitation is the spectral differences (bandwidth 

and band center) between the two sensors, which was not dealt with in this study (Table 

I ) .  

DATA COLLECTION 

Ground Data 

We set up a 1 km transect, marked at 50-m intervals, starting from the tower and 

extending north-south at the transition site. On May 9, 2000, a total of 200 radiance 

measurements were made at 5m intervals using a four band Exotech radiometer with 15° 

field-of-view filters, corresponding to the first four bands of the Landsat TM. The 

radiometer was mounted on a backpack-type apparatus (called a "yoke") looking nadir 

from a height of 2m. A second (stationary) Exotech with MODIS filters (15° field-of-

view) was placed above a standard reference panel near the site to measure the solar 

irradiance continuously. The measurements were conducted to overlap the airborne and 

satellite acquisitions. The radiances were processed into reflectance factors based on the 

cross-calibration coefficients between Exotech radiometers with TM and MODIS filters. 

Aircraft Data 

On May 9, 2000, a USDA-ARS aircraft stationed at Weslaco, Texas and carrying 

a four band Exotech radiometer (MODIS filters, 15° FOV) was used to collect airborne 

spectral data along four north-south flight lines designed to cover all the land cover type 

sites (grassland, transition, mesquite, and creosote bush), including the transition site 

where ground measurements were simultaneously made. A GPS navigation instrument 
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(Garmin GPSIII plus) was integrated with the measurements to measure the flight 

direction (bearing), altitude, time, ground speed, latitude and longitude coordinates. The 

aircraft was flown at a nominal altitude of approximately 125m AGL, resulting in a 32m 

spatial resolution for the Exotech radiometer data. The aircraft instrument observations 

were synchronized to the GPS time, and the flights were scheduled to coincide as close as 

possible to the overpasses of ETM+ and MODIS. Continuous irradiance measurements 

from a calibrated Spectralon panel were used to calculate aircraft-based reflectance 

factors for the various ground surfaces. 

High spatial resolution ETM+ images 

A set of 4 ETM+ scenes with Level-IG processing (radiometrically and 

geometrically corrected) were acquired from EROS Data Center. Sioux Falls, South 

Dakota on May 9. June 10, July 28. and Sep 30, 2000, respectively. The image pixel 

values (rescaled radiances) were converted back to absolute radiance units with an 

updated set of gain and offset values (NASA, 2000; EDC, 2000). All the ETM+ scenes 

were normalized for solar irradiance by converting the spectral radiances to top-of-the-

atmosphere, "apparent" reflectances using exo-atmospheric irradiance inputs. Total 

atmospheric corrections were then applied using the "6S" radiative transfer code 

(Vermote et al.. 1997). Single-channel reflectances were extracted over each of the four 

dominant land cover subtypes to allow computation of the NDVI and EVI as follows: 

NDVI = (1) 
P\IR "•"PrcJ 

EVI = G* P.Vffl -pRe^ ^2) 
^"•"PwR •'•Q *PRed ^^2*P Blue 
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where Pnir, PRed. and paiue are surface reflectances for their respective sensor bands; L is 

a canopy background adjustment that addresses non-linear, differential NIR and red 

radiant transfer through a canopy, and Ci, Ci are the coefficients of the aerosol term, 

which uses the blue band to correct for aerosols in the red band. The coefficients 

currently adopted in the EVI algorithm are, L=L, Ci = 6, C: = 7.5, and G (gain factor) is 

2.5 (Liu and Huete, 1995). 

The atmospheric parameters used for atmospheric correction of the May 9 ETM+ 

scene were derived from the solar radiometer measurements made at White Sands, New 

Mexico by the Optical Science Department, University of Arizona (personal 

communication). On Sep 30, 2000, a Reagan sun photometer was set up at the airport of 

Las Cruces. NM, which is approximately 5 km away from the Jornada site, for concurrent 

measurements and correction of the atmosphere. Cloud-screened and quality-assured 

AERONET (Aerosol RObotic Network) sun photometer sky aerosol measurements from 

Sevilleta, NM, were used for atmospheric correction of the June 10 and July 28 ETM+ 

scenes (Holben et al., 2000). Atmospheric conditions at Jornada during all the 

acquisition dates were very stable with minimal aerosols and the error associated with 

atmosphere correction can be considered minimal. 

MODIS images 

5 pairs of nadir single-day and 16-day composited MODIS images at 500m pixel 

resolution were available through the growing season for evaluation of the MODIS VI 

compositing algorithm, including May 9, Aug 29, Sep 14, Sep 30, and Oct 16, 2{XX). 

Additional 16-day composited images were also acquired, including May 24, June 9, 

June 25, July 11, and Aug 12, 2000 (all the dates correspond to the starting date of each 

16-day compositing period). 16-day composited MODIS images at 1km pixel resolution 

were also analyzed in order to cross-validate the bi-weekly AVHRR-NDVI time series 
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with the MODIS -NDVI time series for the whole growing season. A 3*3 window of 

pixels were extracted for MODIS I km and AVHRR I km data over the grassland, 

transition, and creosote bush sites. All of the satellite image data sets were utilized to test 

the capability of the MODIS Vis to differentiate the land cover subtypes (grassland, 

transition, mesquite. and creosote bush) relative to the AVHRR and the high spatial 

resolution ETM+ sensor. We also analyzed and compared multitemporal VI profiles at 

different spatial resolution and assessed the functionality of the MODIS NDVI as a 

"continuity index" relative to the AVHRR-NDVI. 

The MODIS VI products use MODIS surface reflectances, corrected for 

molecular scattering, ozone absorption, and aerosols, as input to the VI equations. 

However, the surface reflectances available for this study (prior to DOY 273) didn't 

include correction for aerosol effects and, thus were comparable in atmospheric 

correction to the AVHRR Pathfinder II (Justice et al., 2000). Currently, the MODIS VI 

products utilize the constrained view angle-maximum value composite (CV-MVC) 

criterion, whereby the NDVI value of which the view zenith angle is closer to nadir from 

the two highest NDVI values is selected (Didan et al., 2000). The MODIS VI algorithm 

first applies a filter to all 16-days of available data based on quality, cloud, and viewing 

geometry. Cloud-contaminated pixels and extreme off-nadir sensor views are considered 

lower quality, while cloud-free, nadir view pixels with no residual atmospheric 

contamination represent the best quality pixels. Only the higher quality, cloud-free, 

filtered data are retained for compositing. If only one observation is available after the 

initial screening, this observation is used to represent the compositing period. The EVI 

and NDVI utilize the same input reflectances derived by the CV-MVC criterion. 

The I km AVHRR data set from the NOAA 14 polar orbiting satellite is 

comprised of biweekly NDVI composites based on the maximum value composite 

(MVC) criterion. The maximum value compositing is accomplished by selecting, on a 
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pixel-by-pixel basis, the input pixel with the highest NDVI value as output to the 

composited product. This procedure generally includes cloud screening and data quality 

checks (Goward et al., 1994; Eidenshink and Faundeen, 1994). All daily observations 

have been calibrated to reflectance, scaled to byte data, and geometrically registered to 

the Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area map projection. 

Biophysical Data 

Field biophysical measurements (%green cover, LAI, and biomass) were 

collected over multiple overpass dates of MODIS and Landsat 7, on Aug. 29, Sep. 14, 

Sep. 30, and Oct. 16. 2000, at the grassland site to conduct a preliminary biophysical 

validation of the MODIS Vis. The main biophysical measurement was made for 

vegetation cover along a lOO-m permanent transect using the vertical line point intercept 

technique at 20-cm interval for a total of 500 point readings. During each visit, 5 cells 

bounded by a 40cm" quadrat along the transect were also randomly selected for biomass 

cutting. The cut biomass was separated into green and yellow components manually and 

then oven-dried and weighed. Green and yellow leaf area index (LAI) values were then 

derived using a LI-COR LAI-3000 (LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA). Simultaneous ground 

radiometric data were also collected over the multiple overpass dates using a handheld 

four-band Exotech radiometer with MODIS filters (15° field-of-view) at the grassland 

site. Measurements were made at multiple times in the morning for characterizing the 

solar zenith angle effects. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Ground vs. MQUALS 

In order to assess the performance of MQUALS as an alternative "ground truth" 

data set at moderately high spatial resolution, a simple comparison of reflectances and 
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vegetation indices between ground and MQUALS were made for the transition site on 

May 9, 2000 (Fig. 3). An average of 34 readings collected by the airborne Exotech 

radiometer on two flight lines of opposite direction were plotted against the average of 

400 ground transect-based samples from two runs of opposite direction. As can be seen, 

all the mean values matched quite well except for the MQUALS reflectance in the blue 

band, which was relatively lower than the ground data. As expected, the ground 

measurements presented much higher standard deviations than the MQUALS data, which 

is related to the difference in their spatial resolutions. At 2m height, the Exotech 

radiometer mounted on the yoke covered an area of 0.5m", thus capturing more of the 

heterogeneity typical of the transition site. Many landscape characteristics, such as the 

distribution of shrub vs. bare ground or shrub spacing, which affect the ground 

measurements, were difficult to be captured with MQUALS spatial resolution, thus 

presenting less variability. These results indicate that MQUALS could serve as a useful 

"ground truth" reference with lower standard deviation but much larger spatial coverage, 

thus facilitating the scaling up to coarser spatial resolutions relative to the ground point 

measurements. 

MQUALS vs. ETM+ 

The reflectances and vegetation indices between MQUALS and ETM+ on May 9, 

2000 were compared for all land cover types (Fig. 4). Since MQUALS measurements 

possess approximately the same spatial resolution as ETM+, no scaling is involved. 

MQUALS and GPS data were synchronized and mapped to the geo-referenced ETM+ 

image. A total of 18, 18, 19, and 27 pairs of pixels (MQUALS and ETM+) were 

obtained for the grassland, transition, mesquite, and creosote bush sites, respectively 

(Fig.2). The comparisons for all the sites are consistent in all band reflectances and VTs, 

indicating that any bias should be systematic. Reflectances in the green band matched 
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the best, while there is a slight overestimation in ETM+ reflectances for the other bands 

in comparison to the MQUALS reflectances (Fig. 4a, c). Several sources of error may 

account for the discrepancies, such as the atmospheric correction and geometric 

correction accuracies of the ETM+ scene. Another important factor is their spectral 

bandpass differences, which were not accounted for in this study. On a pixel by pixel 

basis, the degree of overlap among different land cover types decreases from the visible 

bands to the NIR band (Fig. 4a). On the mean value basis, NIR band reflectances were 

clearly separated and showed the best discrimination of the different land cover types, 

while the visible bands provided very little discrimination (Fig. 4c). From the vegetation 

indices point of view, the EVI seemed to self-correct the atmospheric influence quite 

successfully and had a better match than the NDVI between the two measurements (Fig. 

4b). At the spatial resolution of MQUALS and ETM+. both Vis showed good spectral 

separability among the different vegetation types, with VI values of mesquite highest and 

creosote lowest in the dry season. Also ETM+ and MQUALS measurements had similar 

magnitudes of standard deviation, most likely explained by their similar spatial 

resolution. 

Validation of MODIS 

We visually mapped the boundary of each site (grassland, transition, mesquite. 

and creosote bush) using the high spatial resolution ETM+ image and co-registered this 

with the coarser MODIS image (500m) in order to extract MODIS pixels for each land 

cover type. A total of 18, 15,9, and 18 MODIS pixels were obtained for the grassland, 

transition, mesquite, and creosote bush sites, respectively. A corresponding set of ETM+ 

pixels were then extracted to match the spatial coverage of MODIS for each land cover 

type in order to conduct multitemporal comparisons from the two sensors. This is in 
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contrast to the previous set of extracted ETM+ pixels along the MQUALS flight 

transects. 

Radiometric Component 

MQUALS vs. MODIS 

Figure 5 shows the comparisons of the mean and standard deviation of 

reflectances and vegetation indices between MQUALS and MODIS for the nadir single-

day (May 9. 2000) and the 16-day composite (May 8 ~ May 23. 2000) for grassland, 

transition, and creosote bush sites. Although the comparisons involved different spatial 

coverage between MODIS and MQUALS, we assumed that the area covered by 

MQUALS and its sample size (n > 18) were large enough to be representative of the area 

covered by the extracted MODIS pixels for each site, even though some sites were 

heterogeneous. This was different from a direct comparison of point data to the coarse 

spatial resolution product, which would only be appropriate and applicable to 

homogeneous areas. 

As can be seen, the MQUALS-MODIS comparisons for all the sites on the nadir 

single-day image matched and were consistent for all band reflectances and Vis (Fig. 5a). 

There was a slight overestimation in the nadir, single-day, MODIS reflectances in all 

bands compared with MQUALS reflectances, which might be related to residual 

atmosphere influences since aerosol correction was not applied to the MODIS surface 

reflectance data during this period. MODIS NDVI values seemed to be affected by the 

uncorrected aerosol and were slightly lower in contrast to the MQUALS NDVI, while 

MODIS EVI values matched quite well with MQUALS for all the sites. Both NDVI and 

EVI showed good spectral separability of the three land cover types at both MQUALS 

and MODIS spatial resolutions. MQUALS measurements presented similar or slightly 

larger magnitudes of standard deviation relative to MODIS, which depends on the site 
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heterogeneity and the size of the surface objects in relation to the spatial resolutions of 

MODIS and MQUALS. 

The 16-day composite MODIS reflectances, in all bands and for all sites, were 

lower relative to those of the nadir single-day, while the magnitudes of both Vis 

increased. The Vis were greater in magnitude due to the CV-MVC compositing criterion 

which doesn't necessarily select the nadir view pixel, but instead tends to choose one of 

the higher VI values. The result of the slightly higher 16-day composited Vis was a 

better match with the MQUALS measurements than observed for the nadir single-day 

(Fig. 5). The comparisons for all the sites, however, no longer show the same 

consistency due to the complicated compositing process, which involves the effects of 

many factors, such as angular information, cloud mask, quality assurance, and 

anisotropic, bi-directional spectral behavior of the different land cover types. The 

compositing results thus present many unpredictable characteristics. The composited 

MODIS reflectances in the blue band for all the sites were still overestimated in 

comparison to the MQUALS measurements, while in the red and NIR bands, 

overestimations in composited MODIS reflectances occurred in the transition site while 

underestimations occurred in the grassland and creosote bush sites (Fig. 5b). It is worth 

noting that the magnitude of standard deviation of the composited MODIS data for the 

transition site increased significantly relative to nadir single-day, becoming larger than 

the standard deviation of the MQUALS measurements. This showed that the 

compositing algorithm could introduce much more variability in the final product, greater 

than that attributed to spatial resolution differences. 

Composite component 

In Figure 6 we analyzed how the MODIS compositing algorithm selects pixels 

during the compositing period over both a dry (DOY 129 - 144) and wet (DOY 193 ~ 
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208) season for three land cover types (grassland, transition, and creosote bush). Due to 

missing data, a total of only 6 days were available for compositing in each of the two 

compositing periods and their NDVI values were plotted against the corresponding view 

zenith angles (Fig. 6). 18, 15 and 18 pixels were extracted to represent the grassland, 

transition, and creosote bush sites, respectively. The quality flag information was used to 

identify if pixels were contaminated with mixed clouds, shadows, or snow/ice (which 

doesn't apply for this semiarid region). As we can see, for all the sites, the wet season 

showed stronger BRDF characteristics than the dry season. NDVI values were biased 

more toward the forward scattering direction in both wet and dry seasons. The difference 

in BRDF characteristics between the two compositing periods was most prevalent in the 

grassland site which showed the most seasonal variation in the relative amount of green 

vegetation. For the wet season compositing period, the pixels with view zenith angle 

closest to nadir were selected without exception for all three sites. However, for the dry 

season compositing period, none of the pixels with view zenith angle close to nadir were 

selected for all the sites since the quality flag information indicated that these pixels were 

contaminated with clouds. These results were compatible with the MODIS compositing 

algorithm described above. 

Our on-site observations, however, show that the weather was very clear on May 

9. 2000, and thus the quality flag information incorrectly labeled these pixels as cloudy, 

introducing error in the magnitude and viewing status of composited Vis product. This 

occurs frequently over "bright" semiarid areas, where the cloud mask has been found to 

systematically label such regions as cloudy even when they are clear. However, we can 

still conclude that the compositing algorithm of the MODIS VI product greatly 

minimized view angle-related problems relative to the MVC approach, especially in the 

wet season, resulting in a more consistent, potentially long term data set (Fig. 6). 

Standardizing these angular effects also allows for more accurate derivations of 
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biophysical parameters from Vis and is important for seasonal and inter-annual 

comparisons of vegetation cover on a global basis. 

In Figure 7 we show the comparisons of pairs of nadir single-day with 16-day 

composited MODIS vegetation indices over all four land cover types. An important 

factor for the discrepancy in VI values between nadir single-day and composite is the 

view zenith angle, which shows much larger variations in composited Vis from pixel to 

pixel representative of each site for all the days in contrast to nadir single-day Vis (Fig. 

7b). However, there is a fairly good agreement between the "nadir" view angle data and 

multi-view, composited data (Fig. 7a). This indicated that the CV-MVC criterion has 

helped reduce view-angle influences and that the four land cover surfaces are not strongly 

anisotropic. The EVI values matched better than the NDVI with the mean EVI values 

falling close to the 1:1 line but the composited NDVI values generally having slightly 

larger magnitudes than the nadir single-day values. The better match in EVI than NDVI 

values can be attributed to the disparate view angle influence on the EVI. where highest 

EVI values occur in the sunlit, backscatter view direction and lower EVI values occur in 

the shaded, forward scatter view direction. Since the CV-MVC-based reflectance 

retrievals are based on NDVI values, the resulting EVI computed values will tend to be 

lower. In general, compositing doesn't introduce so much error in VI values, so the 

composited data set should be very useful to the scientific community. 

Differentiation of land cover types 

In Figure 8 we plot the VI values for each land cover type at varying sensor-

dependent spatial resolutions. As can be seen, in the dry season, both NDVI and EVI 

magnitudes increase gradually from grassland, to transition, and then to the mesquite site 

with the creosote bush site having the lowest VI values among four land cover types. 

This is true for both Vis derived at all spatial resolutions. In the wet season, the 
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magnitudes of botii Vis decrease gradually from grassland, transition, mesquite, then to 

the creosote bush site. The Vis in the wet season, at different spatial resolutions, also 

showed slight larger standard deviations for all the sites compared with in the dry season. 

The grassland site showed the most seasonal variation among the four sites, while the 

mesquite site was the most stable with the ETM+ Vis. Some of the MODIS composite 

data for the mesquite site was not available since it was located in another tile that didn't 

receive full processing. 

The 500m MODIS Vis showed comparable values for all the sites relative to the 

30m ETM+ Vis in the dry season, while yielding much higher magnitudes in the wet 

season (Fig. 8). Thus, the seasonal variations for all the sites were more dramatic in the 

MODIS 500m data compared with the ETM+ Vis (Table 2). The magnitudes of both Vis 

almost doubled from dry season to wet season in the grassland site and also increased 

significantly in all the other sites. The 500m MODIS Vis also showed stronger responses 

to seasonality than the I km MODIS Vis for all the sites (Table 2). In comparing the 

AVHRR and MODIS NDVI at Ikm spatial resolution, the seasonal variations for the 

different land cover types were more strongly observed in the 1km MODIS NDVI (Table 

2). In the dry season, the AVHRR NDVI values have slightly higher magnitudes than 

MODIS NDVI values for all the sites, however, in the wet season, the MODIS NDVI 

were dramatically higher. The differences in response to the seasonality are mostly a 

result of the sensor-dependent VI behavior in the wet season. The VI values from the 

varying sensors (MODIS > ETM+ > AVHRR) are explained by their relative spectral 

bandwidths of the NIR and red (MODIS < ETM+ < AVHRR). The narrower spectral 

bandwidths of the MODIS sensor eliminate the water absorption region in the NIR and 

also render the red band more sensitive to chlorophyll absorption. The slightly wider 

NIR bandwidth in ETM+ and very coarse NIR band in AVHRR allow more water vapor 
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contamination in the humid, wet season, thereby dampening the dry-wet seasonal 

contrasts. 

Multitemporal seasonal profiles 

Figure 9 shows the multitemporal VI comparisons of all sensor data sets through 

the growing season, including ground measurements, MQUALS, ETM+, 500m MODIS, 

I km MODIS, and 1km AVHRR, for all the land cover types. The ETM+ serves as an 

important link for scaling up ground measurements to moderate spatial resolution 

MODIS (500m and 1km). A key missing composite period at DOY 209 ~ 224, that 

resulted when the MODIS instrument was turned off and reset, is displayed with a broken 

line. EVI values were not available before DOY 177 for the mesquite site due to its 

location in another tile. The multitemporal biophysical parameters (%green cover and 

green LAI) collected in the grassland site are also included for analyses, but they only 

included data after DOY 240, the dry-down phase of the growing season. 

For the grassland site, nearly all the data sets (nadir single-day and composited 

MODIS images, ETM+ acquisitions, and ground-based transect measurements) were in 

good agreement with each other with the exception of the MODIS EVI composite (DOY 

161 - 176) and the MODIS NDVI composite (DOY 273 ~ 288) which deviated slightly 

from the ETM+ derived EVI at DOY 162 and the ETM+ derived NDVI at DOY 274, 

respectively (Fig. 9a). MODIS and ETM+ were similar in their depiction of the 

important phenology characteristics. Despite the missing MODIS composite period at 

DOY 209 - 224, the acquired ETM+ image on DOY 210 confirmed that the peak of the 

growing season was over and the vegetation had started its dry down phase. The effect of 

a wet soil background on the NDVI for DOY 242 (rain event) can be clearly observed 

with both ground and MODIS data, as ground-based NDVI values were dramatically 

higher and MODIS NDVI values temporarily stopped their decreasing trend associated 
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with the drying phase. Ground EVI values were not affected since the EVI itself 

minimizes the effect of the dark background condition, however, the MODIS EVI 

appeared to respond to the soil effect with a small spike in EVI on DOY 242 (Fig. 9a). 

The multitemporal biophysical profile matched well with the corresponding radiometric 

measurements and captured the dry down position of the growing season. Unfortunately, 

the multitemporal biophysical data was mostly incomplete and thus, a thorough VI-

biophysical validation was difficult to achieve. 

All other sites presented the same seasonal profile characteristics encountered in 

the grassland, but with less pronounced seasonal contrasts (Fig. 9a). The transition and 

creosote bush sites showed much better agreement between the ETM+ derived EVI at 

DOY 162 and the MODIS EVI composite (DOY 161 ~ 176) compared with the grassland 

site. On DOY 274. the ETM+ NDVI values at all sites (transition, mesquite. and creosote 

bush) were also slightly lower relative to the other measurements. The ground data 

collected at the transition site didn't match with the MODIS Vis as well as they did at the 

grassland site. This was most likely due to the greater heterogeneity of the transition site, 

where ground data measured at small spatial resolution could not encompass many of the 

taller shrubs (> 2m) and thus, may not be representative of the coarser spatial resolution 

MODIS pixels. We can also observe the influence of wet soil due to rain on the MODIS 

r^VI. which is stronger in the transition and mesquite sites than in the creosote bush 

site. The MODIS EVI did a much better job in minimizing the wet soil effect in the 

mesquite and creosote bush sites compared with in the grassland and transition sites. 

In general, both NDVI and EVI at the varying spatial resolutions of measurement 

matched well and were able to depict the seasonal and phenological activity, length of the 

growing season, peak greenness, onset of greenness, and leaf turnover or 'dry-down' 

period. The grassland site presented the most dynamic range of both Vis compared with 

the other three sites. The creosote bush site was the next most seasonally dynamic 
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followed by the more stable transition and mesquite sites. The creosote bush site 

contained a strong, annual forb understory component, which accounted for most of the 

observed seasonality in VI. 

In comparing the MODIS I km Vis with the AVHRR NDVI at I km, several 

features can be observed (Fig. 9b). The effects of wet soil (rain) on NDVI in all the sites 

couldn't be observed in both Ikm MODIS and AVHRR (DOY 242). AVHRR NDVI 

values matched quite well with the MODIS NDVI in the first half of growing season, but 

were much lower in the second half, although all Vis were able to capture the important 

phenology periods, such as peak greenness and onset of leaf turnover, etc. Due to 

different sensor characteristics, the MODIS NDVI is not the same as that derived from 

the NOAA-AVHRR instrument. The effect of water vapor is most pronounced in the 

AVHRR data and nearly non-existent in the MODIS data due to the narrow MODIS NIR 

band. A comparison of MODIS NDVI with AVHRR NDVI in the wet season showed a 

stronger sensitivity of MODIS to vegetation, with the MODIS NDVI signal being 1.3 

times that from the AVHRR. 

The effects of solar zenith angle on Vegetation Indices 

Figure 10 shows the effect of solar zenith angle on vegetation indices at different 

spatial resolutions for the grassland, transition and mesquite sites during the dry season. 

MQUALS data was collected on May 9, 2000 and Sep 28, 2000, respectively. Ground 

data was collected on May 9 and every 16 days from August 29 to October 14,2000. 

During this period of data collection, the sites were mostly dry and with sparse vegetation 

and. thus we can assume that VI magnitude differences were mainly attributed to the 

solar zenith angle instead of vegetation activity. As can be seen, linear relationships 

between MQUALS Vis and solar zenith angle were strong for all the sites with R' values 

close to or higher than 0.80. With these linear relationships, MQUALS data acquired at 
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nadir could be easily extrapolated to the representative solar zenith angle of MODIS and 

other sensors and thus be useful for validating MODIS compositing algorithm. The 

ground data was more scattered than MQUALS with degraded linear relationships 

between ground-based Vis (not including the Vis on DOY 242 with rain) and solar zenith 

angle. This suggests that MQUALS was more reliable for measuring solar zenith angle 

relationships with Vis. 

No strong linear relationships were found between 16-day composited MODIS 

Vis and associated mean compositing solar zenith angle for ail the sites (Fig. 10). The 

slopes of all the relationships were close to 0.0 and R"s were very small. The composited 

MODIS Vis evaluated here involved the effects of many factors, such as seasonal 

vegetation activities, compositing error, etc. Thus, the noise and error involved in 

compositing appeared to dampen the solar zenith angle relationships with Vis. 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we conducted a validation of the MODIS Vegetation Index products 

by multiple means, including radiometric, compositing, multitemporal, and biophysical 

components. The validation was performed by up-scaling the fine spatial resolution data 

to the coarser MODIS products. Several fine spatial resolution data was evaluated, 

including ground radiometry, MQUALS, and high spatial resolution imagery (ETM+). 

The validated ETM+ served as the link to up-scaling "ground truth" MQUALS or in-situ 

measurements to coarser MODIS pixels at 500 m or I km. 

The results presented here have shown that using averaged reflectances and VI 

values, MQUALS and ground measurements were comparable with ground 

measurements presenting much larger standard deviations due to its smaller footprint 

size. Thus, MQUALS could serve as the "ground truth" reference in lieu of surface 
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radiometric measurements. ETM+ band reflectances and Vis matched quite well with 

MQUALS on an individual pixel and mean value bases over all four land cover types. 

The results have also shown that 500m MODIS reflectances and Vis performed 

well with averaged MQUALS observations on the mean value bases for the grassland, 

transition, and creosote bush sites. Although the compositing algorithm introduced some 

errors in the composited VI products due to mislabeled quality flag information which 

determines the particular pixel to be selected for the compositing period, the 16-day 

composited Vis performed well with nadir single-day data. The mislabeled quality flags 

were especially dominant in semiarid areas, where the cloud mask has been found to 

systematically label some "bright" desert regions as cloudy even when they are clear. 

Thus in the future, more accurate quality information would be expected to improve the 

composited data set. The compositing algorithm has also greatly minimized view angle-

related problems encountered with the MVC approach, which will allow for more 

accurate derivations of biophysical parameters from Vis and seasonal/ inter-annual 

comparisons of vegetation cover on a global basis. 

The grassland showed the most seasonal dynamics, which was best captured by 

MODIS than the other sensors with the magnitudes of the MODIS Vis almost doubling 

from dry season to wet season. We found that spectral resolution had major effects on 

depiction of seasonal dynamics/contrast due to atmosphere influences. The 

multitemporal Vis at different spatial resolutions also matched well and were able to 

depict seasonal and phenological activity, such as length of the growing season, peak 

greenness, onset of greenness, and leaf turnover or 'dry-down' period. However, it was 

difficult to conduct a thorough VI validation due to the incomplete biophysical data set. 

Also scaling up of in-situ biophysical parameters to the coarse MODIS spatial resolution 

needs further study. 
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Each fine spatial resolution data has its own advantages and disadvantages. 

MQUALS has been shown to be a potentially useful tool in up-scaling in-situ 

measurements to MODIS and ETM+ spatial resolution as well as in validating the 

MODIS compositing algorithm with its nadir measurements and linear relationship with 

solar zenith angle. By flying an Exotech radiometer with MODIS filters, no concern for 

spectral differences was needed. A future challenge would involve flying an ASD 

spectroradiometer (Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., Boulder, Colorado) on MQUALS, 

which will facilitate the validation of other satellite data at comparable spatial resolution, 

such as ETM+, to further scale up to coarse MODIS spatial resolutions. One 

disadvantage of MQUALS is its limited spatial coverage as a profile instrument rather 

then an imaging instrument. Thus, direct comparisons with MODIS can only be 

performed by relying on different spatial coverage with averaging of all the samples, 

which assumes that all the observations are statistically independent. However, some 

references have documented that the radiation reflected from the ground is spatially 

correlated (Webster et al., 1989). MQUALS could be flown over multiple transects and 

in multiple directions to cover as large an area as possible to achieve more effective 

comparisons between MQUALS and MODIS on a MODIS pixel by pixel basis. 

Geostatistical techniques (block kriging to square support) could then be used to estimate 

the mean value representative of MODIS pixel size by accounting for the spatial 

dependence of radiation, assuming the variogram of the site is known. 

The main disadvantage in scaling-up validated ETM+ to coarse MODIS spatial 

resolution is their spectral difference, which was not accounted for in this study. Also the 

comparisons made here were performed on the simple average of all extracted pixel 

values and their different spatial coverage. The co-registration of MODIS and ETM+ 

images will allow for their comparisons on an individual pixel basis. All the ETM+ 

pixels which fall within the specific MODIS pixel could bt averaged to represent the 
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simulated MODIS pixel value. This is equivalent to assuming the scene radiance to be 

weighted equally within the sensor's point spread function (PSF). As an alternative, the 

effects of PSF of the two sensor systems can be taken into account when aggregating, by 

applying the triangular response weighting function of MODIS sensor directly on the 

ETM+ image to simulate MODIS image (Gao and Huete, 2000). Once the reference data 

and product of interest are paired spatially, correlative and regression analyses can be 

conducted. As for the spectral difference concern, any hyperspectral image, such as the 

Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) and Hyperion, could be 

convolved to simulate MODIS bands. 

This paper has given some insights into the advantages and disadvantages in the 

current MODIS VI validation strategy and suggests some improvements toward 

optimizing the validation scheme in the future. Scaling still remains one of the primary 

research areas for validation of relatively coarse spatial resolution global products. The 

preliminary results of validation of MODIS VI products by scaling up fine spatial 

resolution data over Jornada Experimental Range presented here provide a better 

understanding of the performance and accuracy of the MODIS VI products during the 

first year after launch. However, to ensure the widespread adoption of the products by the 

relevant user communities, a more comprehensive and rigorous program of validation is 

essential. The robustness of our validation strategies should be evaluated at a variety of 

sites which provide the range of data heterogeneities necessary for the analysis of up-

scaling and the associated uncertainty. As pointed out by Morisette et al.( 2001), the 

reference data (ground truth) also has some uncertainty, which should be quantified to the 

extent feasible. Once estimated, the uncertainty of the reference data should be 

incorporated into the validation analyses. 
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Table I. Comparisons among the spectral and spatial 
characteristics of ETM+, MQUALS, MODIS, and AVHRR 

Filter ETM+ MQUALS Exotech MODIS AVHRR 
/ Sensor Sensor (nm) Radiometer Sensor (nm) Sensor (nm) 

(15°F0V) (nm) 
Blue 450-515 456-475 459-479 

Green 525-605 544 - 564 545 - 565 
Red 630-690 623-670 620-670 580-680 
NIR 775 - 900 838 - 876 841 -876 725 - 1100 

Spatial 30 m 39 m (150 m 250, 500, I km 
Resolution AGL) and ICKX) m 

Table 2. Quantification of seasonality for Jornada land cover types 
with Vis at varying sensor-dependent spatial resolutions 

ETM+ 
NDVI 

ETM+ 
EVI 

MODIS 
(500 m) 
NDVI 

MODIS 
(500 m) 

EVI 

MODIS 
(Ikm) 
NDVI 

MODIS 
(1km) 
EVI 

AVHRR 
(1km) 
NDVI 

Relative 
Seasonalitv 

(VUe.-' 
VU) 
/Vlurv 

Grassland 0.6334 0.6455 0.9684 1.0573 0.8137 0.8331 0.3396 Relative 
Seasonalitv 

(VUe.-' 
VU) 
/Vlurv 

Transition 0.2375 0.2087 0.2708 0.2510 0.1953 0.2214 0.1145 

Relative 
Seasonalitv 

(VUe.-' 
VU) 
/Vlurv 

Mesquiie 0.0889 O.lOlO 

Relative 
Seasonalitv 

(VUe.-' 
VU) 
/Vlurv 

Creosote 
0.2355 0.1704 0.5859 0.6266 0.6068 0.5738 0.1439 
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• mesquite-flominated 

I I creosote/tarbush-dominated 

Figure I. Location of the Jornada Experimental Range (JRN) and 
distribution of different land cover types in JRN. Source: Rango et al., 

(2000). M=mesquite, T= tarbush.C=creosote, NS=outside mapped 
area, codes following / are A: sparse (0 - 15%), B: moderate 

(15-55%) and C: abundant (55-100%). White areas are not mapped. 
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Figure 2. MQUALS flight transects mapped onto 
geo-referenced ETM+ image for May 9''', 2000 
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Figure 3. Comparisons of (a) reflectances and Vis, using the mean and standard 
Deviations, from ground and MQUALS for transition site on May 9''', 2000 
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ABSTRACT 

Spectral Vegetation Indices (Vis) are important tools in the seasonal and inter-

annual monitoring of the Earth's vegetation. The vegetation index products from the 

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) are designed to provide 

consistent, spatial and temporal comparisons of global vegetation conditions, which can 

be used for monitoring the Earth's terrestrial photosynthetic vegetation activity in support 

of phenologic, change detection, and biophysical interpretations. In this study, a 

radiometric validation of the MODIS vegetation index (VI) products was conducted and 

their spectral and spatial performance in discriminating land cover subtypes associated 

with land degradation was assessed. The validation was performed by scaling up 

multiple fine spatial resolution data successively, including ground and airborne 

radiometry, and high spatial resolution imagery, to the coarser MODIS pixel sizes. The 

MODIS VI products were evaluated at various sites within the Mendoza region in 

Argentina, including the protected Nacufian reserve, an important site for the 

development of indicators of desertification. A gradient of vegetation conditions during 

the peak of the growing season was measured with a ground-based ASD 

Spectroradiometer and compared with acquired Airborne VisibleAnfrared Imaging 

Spectrometer (AVIRIS) imagery from an early 2001 (January - February) field 

campaign. The AVIRIS data were spectrally convoluted and spatially aggregated to 

compare with the co-registered Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+), 

which was further aggregated to the coarser MODIS pixel sizes as a reference data. The 

validation measurements of these sites were combined with similar, "parallel" ecological 

sites within La Jornada Experimental Range, New Mexico, U.S.A. (same latitude and 

similar vegetation species). 
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The results showed that MODIS VI products were successfully validated, 

radiometrically, by coupling field data ("ground truth") to high spatial resolution imagery 

(AVIRIS and ETM+), and appeared robust across the parallel sites for depicting their 

ecological equivalents. Among the sensor tested, spatial resolution was found to be most 

important for land cover discrimination with MODIS showing the least contrast in VI 

values from the densely vegetated mesquite to highly degraded peladal, in comparison 

with the other high spatial resolution sensors. The validation strategy utilized in this 

study to successively aggregate the multiple fine spatial resolution data to the coarse 

MODIS pixel sizes appeared to perform well and resulted in near-negligible error for 

most conditions. However. MODIS VI performance in discriminating spatial and 

temporal vegetation differences needs to be further assessed by coupling to the 

biophysical parameter. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Spectral Vegetation Indices (Vis) are important tools in the seasonal and inter-

annual monitoring of the Eanh's vegetation. The vegetation index products from the 

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), on board the first platform of 

NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS) 'Terra" satellite, have the goal to provide 

consistent, spatial and temporal comparisons of global vegetation conditions, which can 

be used to monitor the Earth's terrestrial photosynthetic vegetation activity in support of 

phenologic, change detection, and biophysical interpretations. 

The MODIS VI products are made globally robust and improve upon currently 

available indices with enhanced vegetation sensitivity and minimal variations associated 

with external influences (atmosphere, view and sun angles, clouds) and inherent, non-

vegetation influences (canopy background, litter), in order to more effectively serve as a 

"precise" measure of spatial and temporal vegetation "change". Two vegetation index 

(VI) algorithms are produced globally for land. One is the standard normalized difference 

vegetation index (NDVI), which is referred to as the "continuity index" to the existing 

NOAA- Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) derived NDVI. The 

other is an "enhanced" vegetation index (EVT) with improved sensitivity into high 

biomass regions and improved vegetation monitoring through a de-coupling of the 

canopy background signal and a reduction in atmosphere influences (Liu and Huete, 

1995). The two Vis complement each other in global vegetation studies. 

Arid ecosystems cover more than 25% of the Earth's terrestrial surface 

(Matthews. 1993) and include shrublands. arid grasslands, and dry savannas. These 

environments are highly sensitive to climate variability (Dirmeyer and Shukla, 1996) and 

are prone to disproportionately high land-use pressures in comparison to more mesic 

environments (Michunas and Lauenroth, 1993). Within the past century, many arid and 

semiarid ecosystems in the United States have experienced significant changes in the 
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relative abundance and condition of herbaceous and woody plant species, typically with 

shrubs displacing native grasses as a result of intensive grazing and fire suppression 

(Buffington and Herbel, 1965; Smith et al., 1997; Archer etal., 1995; Bryant et al., 1990; 

Grover and Musick, 1990). The semi-arid biomes throughout the extensive Chaco-

Monte-Patagonia lowland of Argentina have also experienced serious damaging effects, 

such as pronounced desertification, rapid habitat conversion, and changes in the 

geographic ranges of many species during the past 150 years. This has also been 

attributed to anthropogenic activities, especially overgrazing, clear-cutting for fuel, land 

clearing for agriculture, mining, and oil exploration (Schofield and Bucher, 1986). 

Land degradation and conversion can be detrimental to pastoral societies directly 

dependent on grassland extent and productivity. It has important impacts on several 

critical issues such as food security, diminishing quality and quantity of fresh water 

resources, preservation of natural resources, loss of biodiversity and global climate 

change. Accurate and effective land degradation monitoring are important to natural 

resource managers. Because of the geographic extent and spatial heterogeneity of arid 

ecosystems, satellite remote sensing provides the only technically consistent and 

temporally repetitive means of monitoring land degradation over large areas, providing 

information on wind and water erosion, loss of vegetation cover, soil structure 

deterioration, crusting, soil moisture, and soil organic matter. The objectives of this 

study were to conduct a radiometric validation of the MODIS Vis and to assess their 

spectral and spatial performance in discriminating land cover subtypes associated with 

land degradation. We also test the capability of MODIS vegetation indices to detect 

vegetation "changes" at moderate spatial resolutions in order to evaluate the impacts of 

both climatic and human processes on terrestrial systems and processes. 

SITE DESCRIPTIONS 
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The Nacunan Reserve is a Man and Biosphere Reserve located in the central 

region of the lowland Monte Desert, Mendoza province. Department of Santa Rosa, 

Argentina (34°02' S, 67°58' W). Geomorphologically, it is an undulating plain (540m 

a.s.l.) of approximately 12,800 ha. formed from fine-grained soils derived from the 

Andean Cordillera, 100 km to the west (Tanquilevich, 1971). The climate is semi-arid 

and strongly seasonal and characterized by hot, humid summers and dry, cold winters 

with an average annual precipitation of 326 mm and mean temperature of 10°C in winter 

and 20°C in summer (Ojeda, 1989). High annual and inter-annual variations in monthly 

precipitation, especially in the late spring and summer (November-March), are an 

important climatic feature of Nacurian. The reserve is a stand within a highly disturbed 

matrix characterized by deforestation and overgrazing. The main vegetation 

communities have recovered after the reserve was fenced in 1972, and Nacuiian thus 

provides critical data describing the recovery of biotic and abiotic components of the 

Monte Desert following protection from human disturbances. The Nacunan reserve is the 

most important site in Argentina for monitoring the ecological health of the Monte Desert 

and for developing indicators of desertification (Ojeda et al.. 1998). 

The region of Nacunan is a diverse mosaic of habitats. The major plant 

communities include the mesquite forest {ProsopisJlexuosa, 'algarrobal') and 

CKOsoiebush {Larrea divaricata cav. and L ciineifolia cav., 'jarillat'). To a lesser 

degree, a sand-dune f'mer/ana/') community with a mixture of creosotebush, mesquite, 

and grasses is also represented in the reserve area (Roig, 1971). The mesquite forest is 

the most complex habitat. The tree stratum is characterized by Prosopis. flexuosa and 

Geoffroea decorticans (Gill. Ex Hook.). Dominant shrubs are L dicaricata, L ciineifolia, 

Lyciiim spp., Condalia microphylia, Capparis atamisqiiea, A. lampa and Verbena spp. 

The main features of the creosotebush-grass habitat are the absence or low density of 

trees and high cover of shrubs and grasses. In clay soils, low cover dominated by one of 
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the creosotebush species, Larrea ciineifolia Cpeladai) essentially produces a 

monoculture of shrubs and bare ground (Roig, 1971). 

The Jornada Experimental Range is a Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) 

site managed by the United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research 

Service (USDA - ARS), and is located in the nonhem pan of the Chihuahuan desert, the 

largest of the North American deserts, northeast of Las Cruces, New Mexico, USA (32.5° 

N, 106.8° W). It has a long history of research, experimentation, and monitoring (Ares, 

1974), making it a unique location to study the effects of climate change on the interface 

between desert grassland and desert shrub ecosystems and to test different remote sensing 

techniques and systems for monitoring and detecting these changes. The range consists 

of a very flat valley of approximately 800 km" bounded to the east and west by 

mountains. The climate is semiarid with mean annual temperature of 16°C and mean 

annual precipitation 210 mm of which 52% falls between July and September 

(Schlesinger et al., 1990). 

Land cover may be categorized into three broad types, namely grassland, 

transitional, and shrubland. Although Jornada was largely covered with native grasses 

prior to livestock grazing, encroaching shrubland has been replacing the grassland in a 

north-to-south progression since the early 1900s (Schlesinger et al., 1990). Currently, 

there are about 8,000 ha of grassland, primarily Black grama {Boiiteloiia eriopodd). Mesa 

dropseed (Sporobolus flexuosus), and Red threeawn {Aristida purpurea) interspersed with 

yucca (Yucca elata), 12,000 ha of transitional land, and 35,000 ha of shrubland. The 

transition site is characterized by an open shrub canopy dominated by honey mesquite 

(Prosopis glandulosa). Mormon Tea (Ephedra aspera), and soaptree yucca. Mesquite is 

by far the dominant species, comprising approximately 70% of the canopy cover, with 

Ephedra (20%) and Yucca (10%) making up smaller portions of the landscape (White et 

al.. 2000). Forb and grass species exist in small numbers. In the shrublands. 
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approximately 70% is dominated by mesquite, 20% is dominated by creosote bush 

(Larrea tridentata), and 10% is dominated by tarbush (Flourensia cemua). The soil 

consists of well-drained sand. The mesquite-dominated area, the most desertified part of 

the range, contains areas of sand dunes topped by mesquite with virtually bare interdunal 

surfaces. 

METHODS 

The main validation approach utilized here involves a comparison of reflectances 

and VTs between near-simultaneous in situ measurements obtained using ground- and 

airborne-based instruments and MODIS data (Gao et al., 2001). Due to the large 

difference in the spatial resolution between ground- and airborne-based measurements 

and coarse spatial resolution sensors, such as MODIS, a mechanism for scaling up from 

field measurements to satellite observations is generally required. This may, in turn, 

involve the use of image data recorded at intermediate spatial resolution by other sensors 

mounted on board aircraft and earth-observing satellites. 

In this study, we compiled several remotely-sensed data sets, acquired at a variety 

of spatial and spectral resolutions, over the Nacunan Reserve, Argentina and the Jornada 

Experimental Range, USA. The data sets included I) ground measurements; 2) a light-

aircraft package flying at low altitude to provide "ground truth" radiometric data free of 

atmosphere influences; 3) high spatial resolution imagery (Airborne Visible/Infrared 

Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS), Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+), and 

Hyperion). These provided the range of data necessary for an extensive analysis of data 

aggregation to the MODIS pixel size. With the data at incremental spatial resolution, the 

"point data" from the field is used to calibrate or validate airborne or high spatial 

resolution satellite imagery, such as AVIRIS, ETM+, or Hyperion, which generally have 

continuous spatial coverage and can then be successively or directly aggregated to 
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represent the coarser MODIS data. Through the coupling of field data with high spatial 

resolution imagery, the integrity of the field data is propagated through to the high spatial 

resolution image data, which can also be coupled to the coarser MODIS data. The 

hyperspectral images are utilized to simulate the sensors of interest through bandpass 

convolution to take into account the spectral differences involved in these successive 

coupling procedures. 

In order to compare individual pixel values from the coarse spatial resolution 

sensor with corresponding pixels from the higher spatial resolution data, the high spatial 

resolution data were aggregated to represent the area covered by the coarse spatial 

resolution sensor. The ground area represented by one pixel from a coarse spatial 

resolution product is represented by multiple pixels from the high spatial resolution data. 

A question in comparing different spatial resolution imagery is how best to aggregate the 

values from the high spatial resolution pixels for comparison with a corresponding coarse 

spatial resolution pixel. Using simulated data with a great range of data values and 

multiple structures of spatial autocorrelation, Bian et. al (1999) compared and evaluated 

three widely used spatial data aggregation methods - averaging, central-pixel resampling, 

and median. The results showed that the averaging method produces aggregated data and 

aggregation errors with the most statistically and spatially predictable behavior. The 

averaging method can retain the mean and median values, respectively, although alter 

significantly the standard deviation. In our study, we took a simple average of the high 

spatial resolution pixels that fall within the same area represented by a coarse spatial 

resolution pixel. The dimensions of the resampled high spatial resolution pixels were 

determined by registering the coarse spatial resolution image grid with the high spatial 

resolution data, with the spacing of the grid (coarse spatial resolution pixel size) 

representing the approximate size desired for the aggregated high spatial resolution 

pixels. We aggregated the reflectances as described above with Vis being calculated 
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directly from the aggregated reflectances values. It may be also worthwhile to 

incorporate the point spread function of the sensors into the weighting scheme, but this 

complicated technique was not assessed here. 

DATA SETS 

For this study, data were acquired in the Nacufian Reserve, Argentina during the 

wet season in February of 2001, when the vegetation was at peak greenness, and in the 

Jornada Experimental Range, USA during the dry season in May of 2000 and May 

200lwhen the herbaceous vegetation was still dormant. The platforms, sensor 

characteristics, locations of ground targets, and dates of data acquisition are summarized 

in Table I for the Nacufian Reserve and Table 2 for the Jornada Experimental Range, 

respectively. more detailed account of data acquisition methods follows. 

Nacunan Reserve, Mendoza, Argentina 

Ground Data 

An ASD FieldSpec Spectroradiometer (Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., 

Boulder. Colorado), mounted on a backpack-type device (yoke) from a height of 2m 

above the ground surface, was used to measure the surface optical components along 50 

andlOOm transects over the degraded areas, approximately 5km North from the Nacufian 

Reserve. The degraded areas included a sand-dune site, or medanal community with a 

mixture of mesquite and creosotebush; and bright playa and dark playa, jarillal and 

peladal sites which are pure creosotebush shrublands. The radiometric measurements 

were conducted at approximately 2 m increments along each transect with each sample a 

mean of 5 individual spectral measurements. All ASD spectra were processed to 

reflectance values with the use of a calibrated reference, Spectralon panel and then 

convoluted to channels of Landsat 7 ETM+ and MODIS. 
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High Spatial Resolution Images 

The Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) sensor was flown 

on a Twin Otter aircraft at around 5,500 m above sea level with a nominal instantaneous 

field of view of 4 m on the ground. The sensor is a nadir-view, whiskbroom imager that 

acquires data over a continuous spectrum from 400 and 2500 nm, dividing the spectrum 

into 224 spectral bands, each with a nominal lOnm spectral response function. AVIRIS 

tlights were made at the 

Nacufian Reserve on February 5"*, 2001. The geometrically and radiometricaliy corrected 

data projected into the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) map projection was 

concatenated scene by scene along each flight line, then convoluted to the channels of 

ETM+ and MODIS based on their normalized spectral response functions (Figure la). 

Normalization for solar irradiance was performed on the convoluted channels using exo-

atmospheric irradiance corresponding to the channels of each sensor. Total atmospheric 

corrections were applied to derive the surface reflectances using the "6S" radiative 

transfer code (Vermote et al.. 1997). 

The Landsat-7 satellite which carries the ETM+ sensor, a nadir-viewing, whisk

broom, multispectral scanning radiometer, and the Terra satellite which carries the 

MODIS sensor, share identical orbits, with a separation of approximately 30 minutes 

from each other. The orbit of Earth-Observing (EO-I), launched in November 2000, is 

maintained at 1 minute behind Landsat, and the instruments on the spacecraft include a 

hyperspectral imager, Hyperion and an Advanced Land Imager (ALI). The Hyperion is a 

nadir-view pushbroom imaging spectrometer with 30m ground pixel size, operating in the 

400 to 2500nm region collecting 242 spectral bands with a nominal lOnm spectral 

response function. Hyperion and ETM+ data were acquired over the 

Nacufian Reserve on February 16'^, 2001. The level 1 Hyperion data (radiometrically-

corrected) was converted from top-of-atmosphere radiance values to surface reflectances 
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of ETM+ and MODIS channels using the same procedure as with the AVIRJS scenes 

(Figure lb). Prior to the bandpass convolution, all the un-calibrated bands were removed, 

which resulted in 200 calibrated channels of the 242 spectral channels. The ETM+ data 

with Level-IG processing (radiometrically and geometrically corrected) and projected 

into the UTM map projection were directly normalized by the solar irradiance and then 

processed into the surface reflectances through 6S atmospheric correction. 

Some of the input parameters to the *65' atmosphere correction had to be 

estimated since simultaneous, field-based surface reflectances were not coincident with 

all the aircraft and satellite overpasses. This might cause some uncertainties or 

inaccuracies in the derived surface reflectances and Vis as well as in their comparisons 

among different sensors. 

MODIS images 

A 500m nadir, single-day MODIS image was acquired at the Nacufian Reserve on 

February 16"*, 2001 in the equal area Integerized Sinusoidal projection (ISIN). The 

MODIS VI products use MODIS surface reflectances, corrected for molecular scattering, 

ozone absorption, and aerosols, as input to the VI equations. The MODIS aerosol 

product, however, was not yet functional and aerosol correction was based on coarse-grid 

climatology parameters. Comparison of the nadir-view MODIS data with other high 

spatial resolution data, such as ETM+ or Hyperion, requires their strict synchrony, an 

opportunity which only occurs once every 16 days and only when all the sensors are not 

contaminated with clouds over a test site. 

Jornada Experimental Range, New Mexico, U.S.A. 

Aircraft Data 
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On May 11"^ 2001, the basic, 'MODLAND Quick Airborne Looks' (MQUALS), 

package mounted on a USDA-ARS aircraft stationed at Weslaco, Texas, was flown at the 

Jornada Experimental Range at an altitude of 120m AGL (negligible atmosphere) (Huete 

et al., 1999). An Exotech radiometer with four spectral MODIS bands co-aligned to 

within ± 0.5 degrees was used to collect airborne spectral data along four north-south 

flight lines designed to cover the major land cover types at Jornada. A Global 

Positioning System (GPS, 1-5 meters with differential GPS corrections and 15 meters 

RMS) navigation instrument (Garmin GPSIII plus) was integrated with the measurements 

to measure the flight direction (bearing), altitude, time, ground speed, latitude and 

longitude coordinates. The ground component consisted of a spectralon reference panel 

with a second, cross-calibrated radiometer mounted for continuous measurements of site 

irradiance. 

ETM+- and MODIS images 

A May 9'". 2000 ETM+ scene with Level-IG processing and projected into the 

UTM map projection was acquired from EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 

and processed to the surface reflectance using the "6S" radiative transfer code. The 

parameters for atmospheric correction were derived from solar radiometer measurements 

made on the same day at White Sands, New Mexico by the Optical Science Department, 

University of Arizona (personal communication). We also acquired nadir single-day 

MODIS images in the ISIN projection on May 9"*, 2000 (500m pixel resolution) and May 

12"', 2001 (250m and 500m pixel resolutions) for comparisons with synchronized ETM+ 

and MQUALS, respectively. 

Single-channel reflectance was extracted from all the images over a variety of 

land cover subtypes in these two parallel semiarid biomes to allow the compulation of the 

NDVl and EVI as follows 
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yV£)V/= (1) 
PMR PrciI 

EVI = G* ^vw ~P«cd 
^ PsiR + C*! * PrcI — C, * 

where Pnir, PrcUi ^ind paiue are surface reflectances for their respective sensor bands; L is 

a canopy background adjustment that addresses non-linear, differential NIR and red 

radiant transfer through a canopy, and CI, C2 are the coefficients of the aerosol term, 

which uses the blue band to correct for aerosols in the red band (Liu and Huete, 1995). 

The coefficients currently adopted in the EVI algorithm are, L=l, Ci = 6, C: = 7.5, and G 

(gain factor) = 2.5. All the analyses were limited to four major vegetation communities 

in the Nacufian Reserve, including the mesquite. creosote bush, peladal, and sand-dune, 

and four dominant land cover types in the Jornada E,xperimental Range, including 

grassland, transition, mesquite, and creosote bush. 

RESULTS 

Nacunan Reserve, Mendoza, Argentina 

Ground vs. AVIRIS 

The ground ASD data was mapped to the geolocated AVIRIS scene with 

synchronized GPS measurements. A total of 16, 13, 13, 6, 11 AVIRIS pixels were 

e.xtracted from the 50m or lOOm ground transects over the sand-dune ('medanal'), 

creosotebush canopies Cjarillar) overlaying the bright and dark playa, and severely 

degraded and denuded bright playa and dark playa, respectively. The local variance at 4 

m pixel resolution was high, decreasing the likelihood that surrounding pixels were 

similar. Thus the geo-location accuracy will influence comparison of data sets to a greater 

degree. The convoluted ETM+ reflectances and Vis from the ground ASD data were 
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averaged and plotted against the averaged AVIRIS pixel values extracted at each site 

(Fig. 2). As we can see, the mean values of the ASD and AVIRIS reflectances and Vis 

matched fairly well for all land cover types. In the denuded playa sites, AVIRIS blue, 

red. and NIR reflectances were slightly lower than those acquired directly over the 

canopy, which resulted in AVIRIS VI values slightly higher than the equivalent ground 

ASD values. In the vegetated areas, the two creosotebush sites showed similar behavior 

with AVIRIS blue and red reflectances slightly lower but NIR reflectance slightly higher, 

which, resulted in slightly higher AVIRIS VI values in comparison to the ASD 

measurements. The sand-dune site, with a mixture of mesquite and creosotebush, was the 

most complex community and didn't present similar variations in the reflectances and VI 

values as the creosotebush site. The variances of both AVIRIS and ASD measurements 

in reflectances and Vis were calculated and presented relatively large magnitudes, which 

sometimes exceeded half of the mean value in all the vegetated sites. The larger variance 

of the ASD data are a result of the smaller field of view of the spectroradiometer which 

measures mostly "pure" components encountered along the transects, such as plant/shrub 

species or bare soil and crusted structures in the playa. Here the standard error of the 

mean (SEM), or standard deviation divided by the square root of the sample size, was 

used to estimate the average deviation of sample means for each measurement. The small 

discrepancies between the means of the ASD and AVIRIS are a result of error in the 

atmosphere correction, solar zenith angle differences, as well as discrepancies in spatial 

sampling of the sites. Overall, the results show a fairly good match between the mean 

values of the two data sets. 

AVIRIS vs. ETM+ 

The AVTRIS-convoluted ETM+ reflectances, at 4m, were aggregated to the 30m 

Landsat ETM+ pixels by averaging approximately 7*7 pixels and compared with the 
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corresponding ETM+ pixel values in Fig. 3. A total of 64,48, 38, and 53 pixels were 

sampled for the mesquite and creosotebush inside the Nacufian Reserve, and for the 

peladal and sand-dune outside the 

Nacufian Reserve. All the pixels for each land cover type were sampled throughout a 

fairly large area to be more representative of the specific sites. The aggregated AVIRIS-

convoluted ETM+ reflectances were higher than those from ETM+ in all bands except for 

the blue band. As a result, ETM+ Vis were slightly higher than the equivalent AVIRIS 

values. Relative to the comparisons of ASD with AVIRIS. local variances in the 

reflectances and Vis dramatically decreased as the pixel resolution increased, which is 

associated with the spatial properties of the pixels encompassing canopy heterogeneity 

and thus appearing more similar. The peladal site, characterized by low cover and bare 

soil, showed the poorest agreement between the two sets of reflectances, while all the 

other vegetated sites had similar performance in matching two sets of observations. 

ETM+ vs. MODIS 

In order to co-register MODIS data with Landsat ETM+, the MODIS image was 

re-projected from IS IN into the UTM projection using the MODIS Reprojection Tool 

(MRT) developed by the EROS Data Center 

(hUp;//edc.usgs.gov/programs/addm/modisdist/ register.shtml>. The accuracy of the 

re-projection was evaluated to be about one MODIS pixel, which was considered during 

the co-registration procedure. Although reprojecting the higher spatial resolution 

imagery, e.g. ETM+, should have less of an impact than resampling the coarse spatial 

resolution product, such as MODIS, in terms of absolute geolocation accuracy, the 

widely used UTM projection is generally much easier to use for geolocation and pixel 

extraction than the ISIN projection, which actually represents a distorted earth surface. 

The ETM-h pixel reflectances at 30m were then aggregated to each 500m MODIS pixel 
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by averaging approximately 16* 16 pixels and compared with the corresponding MODIS 

pixel values. Four sites were sampled inside and outside the Nacufian Reserve, including 

the creosote bush (Nmodis pixd = 43), mesquite (N modis pixd =84), peladal (Nmodis pixel = 

60), and sand dune (Nmodis puci =57) sites. All the samples at each site were distributed 

over a fairly large region in order to be more representative of each vegetation 

community. The aggregated ETM+ data were plotted against the re-projected nadir-view 

MODIS data in Fig. 4 for all land cover types. The ETM-f- and MODIS reflectances and 

Vis matched fairly well with MODIS visible band reflectances slightly lower, but 

MODIS NIR band reflectances slightly higher (except the peladal) in comparison to the 

aggregated ETM-h values. This resulted in the MODIS NDVI values being slightly higher 

than the aggregated ETM+ NDVI values while the EVI values were nearly identical in 

both sets of observ ation. The peladal community shewed the poorest agreement. 

MODIS and aggregated ETM+ also presented similar magnitudes of variance in the 

reflectances and Vis for each land cover type, with the peladal community having the 

largest variance among all. 

ET/V/h- vs. Hyperion 

The Hyperion sensor also acquires images at a fine, 30m spatial resolution, which 

can be easily aggregated to the different MODIS pixel sizes (250m, 500m, and lOOOm) 

and compared with scaled-up ground measurements. As with AVIRIS, its hyperspectral 

properties facilitate the validation of different broadband sensors through bandpass 

convolution. In order to assess the performance of Hyperion as an alternative data set to 

validate the coarser spatial resolution satellite products, comparisons of reflectances and 

Vis between Landsat ETM+ and Hyperion-convoluted ETM-»- were made (Fig. 5). The 

reflectance and VI products were computed while Hyperion calibrations were still being 

adjusted, thus no extensive analyses have been attempted in this study. 
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Due to a miss-pointing error, only the region to the south of the Reserve was 

covered by the Hyperion image. Three observed vegetation communities, including the 

creosotebush, panially-degraded peladal, and mesquite, were sampled. The samples of 

each land cover type were made at approximately the same location for Hyperion and 

ETM+. As can be seen, there is a fairly good match between the two sets of reflectances 

and Vis with Hyperion-convoluted ETM+ reflectances and Vis slightly lower than the 

equivalent ETM+ values. This might be because the discrete Hyperion-convoluted 

ETM+ spectral response functions, with 10 nm spectral resolution, were only able to 

approximately characterize the equivalent Landsat ETM+ spectral response, which is 

nearly continuous at Inm spectral resolution (Fig. lb). 

Hyperion-ETM+ vs. Hyperion-MODIS 

All the above coupling analyses for validation of coarse MODIS products were 

based on ETM+ bandpasses since Landsat ETM+ served as a link in this study to scale up 

the ground ASD measurements to high spatial resolution AVIRIS, and ultimately to the 

500m MODIS pixel size. The effects of bandpass differences between ETM+ and 

MODIS on the aggregation were examined by comparing the Hyperion-convoluted 

ETM+ and Hyperion-convoluted MODIS reflectances and Vis using their normalized 

spectral response functions shown in Fig. lb (Fig. 6). As we can see, spectral differences 

had very little effect with a fairly good agreement between the two sets of convoluted 

reflectances and calculated Vis. The MODIS Vis values were slightly higher than the 

equivalent ETM+ values, which are explained by their relative spectral bandwidth of the 

NTIR and red (MODIS < ETM+). The narrower spectral bandwidths of the MODIS 

sensor eliminate the water absorption region in the NTR and also render the red band 

more sensitive to chlorophyll absorption. The slightly wider NIR bandwidth in ETM+ 

allows more water vapor contamination in the humid, wet season. 
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Jornada Experimental Range, New Mexico, U.S.A. 

MQUALS vs. MODIS 

With synchronized GPS measurements, the coordinates (Latitude and Longitude ) 

of MQUALS data along each flightline were converted to line and sample number 

corresponding to a specific MODIS tile using Tile Mapper (MODLAND Developers. 

hUp;//modland.nascom.nasa.gov/developers/) and mapped on the MODIS images in 

the ISIN projection (Fig. 7a). All the MQUALS samples falling into the same MODIS 

pi.xel were averaged to represent the simulated MQUALS reflectances at the MODIS 

pixel size. The simulated VI values were calculated with the averaged reflectances. A 

total of 6. 10, 8. and 6 500m MODIS pixels were extracted for grassland, transition, 

creosote, and mesquite sites, respectively. With 250m MODIS products, the sample sizes 

increased to 16. 20. 15, and 16. respectively. 

The nadir-view MQUALS data were plotted against the 250m and 5(K)m nadir-

view MODIS instrument data in Fig. 8 for all land cover types. 500m and 250m MODIS 

products behaved similarly, as expected, since 500m products are directly aggregated 

from 250m products. The MODIS and MQUALS reflectances and Vis matched fairly 

well with comparable variances. MODIS blue, red, and NIR reflectances was slightly 

higher than those acquired directly below the atmosphere. This resulted in the MODIS 

VI values being slightly lower than the equivalent MQUALS values. MODIS surface 

reflectances were based on aerosol corrections from coarse-grid climatology and thus, 

were not atmospherically corrected on a per-pixel basis. 

ETM+ vs. MODIS 

The re-projected MODIS image with UTM projection was mapped onto the geo-

located ETM+ image of May 9"*. 2000 (Fig. Tb). With the same procedure as described 

above, ETM+ pixels were aggregated to simulate the reflectances at each 500m MODIS 
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pixel size. A total of 26, 21 and 35 MODIS pixels were extracted for the grassland, 

transition, and creosote, respectively. The MODIS nadir single-day data from the 

mesquite site was not available since it was located in another tile that didn't receive full 

processing. 

The comparisons between aggregated ETM+ and MODIS reflectances and Vis 

are shown in Fig.9. There was a fairly good agreement between the two sets of 

reflectances and Vis, with MODIS blue reflectance slightly lower, and MODIS red and 

NIR reflectances slightly higher in comparison to the equivalent aggregated ETM+ 

values. This resulted in the MODIS VI values being slightly lower than the aggregated 

ETM+ VI values. The inconsistencies present in the reflectances might be due to the 

error associated either with the atmospheric correction of ETM+ scene or with the 

residual atmospheric effects since correction for aerosol was not applied to the MODIS 

surface reflectance data during this period. 

The regression analyses were summarized in Table 3 for all inter-sensor 

comparisons above. As can be seen, there are strong positive relationships between all 

pairs of sensor comparison with R" mostly larger than 0.8. The intercepts were not so 

different from zero and the slopes in most of the cases were very close to 1.0. NDVI and 

EVI showed similar behaviors. NDVI appeared to have better correlations for each pair 

of comparison than EVI with slightly larger R" values, which might be related to a wider 

range of NDVI variations than EVI over different land cover types. 

The root mean square error in each scaling-up process was also estimated based 

on the mean values of all the sites in each pair of inter-sensor comparisons with the fine 

spatial resolution data serving as "reference" or "true" value (Table 4). In the Nacunan 

Reserve, scaling up of 30m ETM-»- pixel to 500m MODIS pixel size had the smallest 

RMSE, while aggregation of 4m AVTRIS pixel to 30m ETM-h pixel size had the largest 
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RMSE. This could be due to the largest difference in the acquisition date and time 

between AVIRIS and ETM+ (surface condition and sun angle). Other sources of error 

included the atmospheric correction of each image scene, co-registration, and 

reprojection. etc. The Jornada Experimental Range showed overall smaller RMSE in 

comparison of the Nacunan Reserve. 

Figure 10 showed the regression analyses between the aggregated ETM-t- (500m) 

and nadir single-day MODIS Vis over all land cover types from the two parallel semiarid 

rangelands. The 95^ confidence intervals and prediction intervals were also shown. As 

can be seen, the intervals which contain the true mean MODIS VI values corresponding 

to specific ETM+ VI values with 0.95 probability are quite narrow. However, most of all 

samples fell within the 95% prediction intervals, within which 95% of future 

observations for MODIS VI values corresponding to an ETM+ VI value are expected to 

lie. 

LAND COVER DISCRIMINATION 

Among the four major vegetation communities in the Nacunan Reserve, all 

sensors showed the peladal community to have the highest band reflectances and the 

creosotebush the lowest reflectances. The mesquite and sanddune canopies contained 

spectral signatures of intermediate brightness with very little differences between all the 

band reflectances (Fig. 3 and 4). Figure 11 showed VI values of major land cover types 

for all pairs of sensor comparison. As expected, the peladal had the lowest VI values 

among all the vegetation communities. NDVI and EVI depicted the greenness of the 

canopies differently with creosotebush generally having the highest NDVI values, while 

mesquite had the highest EVI values. As the spatial resolution became coarser from 

aggregated AVIRIS/ ETM+ (30m) to aggregated ETM+ /MODIS (500m), the peladal 

showed the most contrast, but the creosote had the least contrast among VI values. At 
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500m spatial resolution, the peladal VI values were relatively higher due to pixels 

contaminated by vegetation since it was difficult to extract "pure" pixels representative of 

"partially degraded" peladal community. 

In the Jornada Experimental Range, both NIR reflectance and Vis across various 

sensors were able to distinguish the main land cover types with mesquite having the 

highest NIR reflectance and VI values, while the creosote had the lowest NIR reflectance 

and VI values. At 500m MODIS pixel resolution, there was little discrimination of NIR 

reflectance and Vis between grassland and transition sites in May of 2001 data set, which 

were improved with 250m MODIS products. However, the lack of discrimination 

between grassland and transition was not observed in May of 2000 data set, which might 

be due to the annual vegetation variation of each land cover type. 

EFFECTS OF SPATIAL RESOLUTION 

To evaluate the effect of spatial resolution on discrimination of land cover types, 

the "pure" pixels representative of each land cover type were extracted from 4m AVIRIS 

and/or 30m ETM+ imagery, respectively. The histograms of Vis formed from these 

extracted "pure" AVIRIS and ETM+ pixels were made and compared with the statistical 

properties of 500m MODIS data used throughout this study for each land cover type in 

the Nacuiian Reserve of Argentina (Fig. 12 a) b)). The histograms of the two vegetation 

indices didn't show much difference for each land cover type. For the same land cover 

type, the differences of VI histograms from AVIRIS and ETM+ data sets mosdy lied in 

the range, mean, and standard deviation. The shapes of the histograms were generally 

similar but AVIRIS presented more structures in comparison of ETM+, especially for 

mesquite and sanddune communities. These two communities were the most complex 

with the mixture of different shrub species. ETM+ appeared to give overall higher VI 

magnitudes than AVIRIS for the creosote and sanddune, while opposite trend was 
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observed for the peladal and mesquite. As spatial resolution increased, the variances of 

Vis decreased. The magnitude of MODIS VI mean in comparison of AVIRIS and ETM+ 

also varied with land cover types. Thus, there were not a definite relationship between 

the spatial resolution and relative magnitudes of Vis, which would be highly dependent 

on the land cover type. It appeared that NDVI from 4m AVIRIS and 30m ETM+ was 

able to discriminate among creosote, peladal, and sanddune. However, there was overlap 

between NDVI histograms of mesquite and creosote. The mean NDVI values from 500m 

MODIS were not able to differentiate the peladal vs. sanddune and creosote vs. mesquite. 

The ranges of EVI values from 4m .AVIRIS, 30m ETM+, and 500m MODIS all showed 

the overlap regions among the land cover types, thus it was difficult to discriminate them 

exclusively at those sensor spatial resolutions. 

Both NDVI and EVI histograms for the three land cover types in the Jornada 

Experimental Range produced fairly normal distributions (Fig. 13). The VI histograms 

showed sharp peaks differentiable at 30m ETM+ pixel resolution among land cover 

types. However, there were also relatively large overlaps between Vis histograms. The 

mean VI values and their variances from 500m MODIS data set were significantly 

smaller in comparison of those from 30m ETM+ for all the land cover types. Overall, the 

differences among spectral signature of each land cover type were relatively insignificant 

in the dry season and differentiation of them can be only successful to a certain degree at 

both sensor spatial resolutions. 

Fig. 14. showed the red-NIR crossplots for all the land cover types in these two 

parallel semiarid rangelands across various spatial resolution. In the Jornada 

Experimental Range, the data sets from various spatial resolutions showed similar 

capabilities in the discrimination of land cover types with the transition and creosote sites 

separating from each other and the grassland overlapping with both. In the Nacunan 
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Reserve, the most distinctive feature from the high spatial resolution imagery (4m 

AVIRIS and 30m ETM+) lies in the peladal community, which shifted significantly 

along the 1:1 line toward the high reflectances in comparison with MODIS data sets. 

The brightness of the "pure" peladal mimic that of bare soil from the parallel semiarid 

rangeland in the Jornada Experimental Range. As the spatial resolution became coarser, 

the dynamic range shrank in both dimensions and the discrimination among different land 

cover types decreased. As can be seen, at 4m pixel resolution of AVIRIS, the feature of 

the most densely vegetated mesquite community in the red-NIR space was strongly 

depicted, which became weaker as spatial resolution became coarser. All the land cover 

types were clearly separated at 4m AVIRIS and 30m ETM+ pixel resolution, which can 

be barely observed at 500m MODIS pixel resolution. 

In addition, all red-NIR scatterplots showed the primary variations in the two 

arid/semiarid sites fall mostly along or close to the diagonal, i:l line, rather than away 

from it. This was due to spectral variations in arid and semiarid regions being more 

associated with variations in geologic substrate materials (soil, rocks, litter) rendering 

canopy background variations more dominant. Overall, the soils in the Jornada 

Experimental Range appeared to be much brighter than those in the Nacuiian Reserve. 

The mean and standard deviations of two Vis from sensors at various spatial 

resolutions over all the vegetation types from these two semiarid rangelands were 

depicted in Fig. 15. As can be seen, with spatial resolution becoming coarser from 4m 

AVIRIS, 30m ETM+, to 5(X)m MODIS, the contrast among VI values from the most 

densely vegetated mesquite to the most degraded paladal decreased significantly. At 

500m MODIS spatial resolution, there is little discrimination among land cover types. In 

the Jornada Experimental Range, the effect of spatial resolution is not so significant with 

similar discrimination among the land cover types at 30m ETM+ and 500m MODIS 

spatial resolution. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we conducted a radiometric validation of the MODIS vegetation 

index products by up-scaling fine spatial resolution data, including ground and airborne 

radiometry. successively or directly to the coarse MODIS pixel sizes with image data 

recorded at intermediate spatial resolution, such as AVIRIS or ETM+, serving as a link. 

We compiled several remotely-sensed data sets acquired over different land cover 

subtypes within the parallel semi-arid rangelands in the Nacunan Reserve, Argentina and 

the Jornada Experimental Range, USA. with a variety of spatial and spectral resolutions. 

These data sets provided the range of data necessary for an extensive analysis of data 

aggregation for validation of coarse MODIS products. The hyperspectral data sets were 

utilized to handle the spectral differences between the sensors in the successive up-

scaling procedure. 

The results presented here have shown that using averaged reflectance and 

calculated VI values, the ground ASD and AVIRIS measurements, convoluted to the 

ETM+ bandpasses matched quite well over all the study sites, including degraded and 

denuded playas as well as pure or mixed shrublands. However, both ground and AVIRIS 

measurements presented relatively larger variances in vegetated areas due to their spatial 

resolutions relative to the scale of the features present in the sites. Thus, a much higher 

accuracy in geolocating these measurements would be required if any comparisons on a 

pixel by pixel basis are preferred. Once validated with in-situ ground measurements, 

AVIRIS can serve as an alternative "ground truth" reference in scaling up to coarse 

spatial resolution satellite data with its continuous spatial coverage. 

The aggregation of higher spatial resolution data to the coarser spatial resolution 

implemented by co-registering two sets of observations and averaging the reflectances of 

fine spatial resolution pixels to the coarser spatial resolution blocks allows for the two 

sets of observations to be paired spatially and compared on a pixel by pixel basis. This 
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meihod was applied to the inter-comparisons from AVIRIS to ETM+, ETM+ to MODIS, 

and MQUALS to MODIS. The results showed that the AVlRIS-convoluted ETM+ vs. 

Landsat ETM+, ETM+ vs. MODIS, and MQUALS vs. MODIS all matched fairly well in 

the band reflectances and Vis for the e.xtracted land cover types at the parallel sites, 

indicating that the strategy utilized in this study to aggregate the surface reflectances 

appeared to perform well and resulted in near-negligible error for most conditions. 

However, there were still some inconsistencies between each pair of comparisons, which 

could be associated with atmospheric correction of image scenes, differences in 

acquisition date and time between the measurements, and errors caused by aggregation. 

The results also showed MODIS Vis appeared robust across the parallel sites in 

this study for depicting their ecological equivalents. Among the sensors tested, spatial 

resolution was found to be most important for land cover discrimination. With spatial 

resolution becoming coarser from 4m AVIRIS, 30m ETM-h, to 500m MODIS, the 

contrast among VI values from the most densely vegetated mesquite to the most degraded 

paladal decreased significantly. At 500m MODIS spatial resolution, there is little 

discrimination among land cover types. 

The goal of this study was not meant to determine a precise relationship in the 

reflectance and VI values among different sensor data sets, but rather to demonstrate an 

algorithm to scale-up the tine spatial resolution ground measurements to the high or 

intermediate-high spatial resolution data for validation of the coarser spatial resolution 

sensor products, like MODIS. All inter-sensor comparisons presented in this study would 

be improved with better radiometric and spectral calibration of sensors involved in the 

comparisons, lower differences in acquisition dates and time (surface condition and solar 

zenith angle) among sensors, and more accurate atmospheric parameters characterization. 

Another improvement can be achieved through taking into account the effect of spatial 

variability in aggregation, eg. identifying a particular aggregation level (transition points 
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in a semivariogram) that might correspond to changes in statistics. As shown in many 

studies, at scale within the spatial autocorrelation ranges, spatial autocorrelation is 

present. At scales coarser than the autocorrelation range, the averaged images don't 

differ significantly between the scales. Understanding the relationship between spatial 

variability and scale can help select appropriate aggregation methods at each aggregation 

level. Future work will focus on integrating the spatial variability into aggregation 

procedure, further quantifying the uncenainties and propagation in radiometric validation 

of MODIS products, and assessing MODIS VI performances in spatial and temporal 

discrimination of vegetation difference by coupling to biophysical parameters. To scale 

up Vl-biophysical relationships from ground measurements to tine spatial resolution 

imagery and further to coarse spatial resolution with uncertainty analysis would be 

another challenge. 
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Table I. General description of instruments deployed for data acquisition 
in the Nacufian Reserve, Mendoza, Argentina 

ASD AVIRIS Hyperion ETM^ MODIS 
(WIFOV) (I.O mrad) (42.55 urad) 

Platform Yoke ER-2 aircraft EO-1 Landsat 7 Terra 
Spectral 350 - 1050 400 - 2500 400 - 2500 Broadband Broadband 

Resolution (1.5 nm) (10 nm) (10 nm) 
Spatial 0.35m 4 m 30 m 30 m 500m 

Resolution @2m AGL @-18.000ft ASL 
Acquisition 

Time 
14:00 

- 15:10 
11:32 

- 11:52 
10:08 

- 10:17 
10:12 10:50 

Acquisition 2/01/01 2/05/01 2/16/01 2/16/01 2/16/01 
Date 

Average Solar 24.3 23.5 41.1 41.4 34.1 
Zenith Angle -36.7 

Outside the NW part of the Outside the The whole The whole 
Reserve Reserve Reserve reserve and reserve and 

Targets (- 5km & outside the (South) Outside Outside 
North) reserve (-5 km 

North) 
(N&S) (N&S) 

Table 2. General description of instruments deployed for data acquisition 
in the Jornada Experimental Range. New Mexico, USA 

MQUALS 
{MODIS Exoiech 

Radiometer, IS' IFOV) 
ETM+ MODIS 

Platform USDA-ARS aircraft Landsat 7 Terra 
Spectral 

Resolution 
Broadband Broadband Broadband 

Spatial 
Resolution 

32 m 
@ 120 m AGL 

30 m 250 m& 
500 m 

Acquisition 
Time 

10:31 
- 11:12 

10:31 11:10 (5/09/00) 
11:00 (5/12/01) 

Acquisition 
Date 

5/11/01 5/09/00 5/12/01 
& 5/09/00 

Average Solar 
Zenith Angle 

25.7 
- 18.9 

25.6 19.1 (5/12/01) 
18.9 (5/09/00) 

Targets All land cover types 
All land cover 

types 
All land cover 
types, except 

Mesquite 



Table 3. Regression analyses for inter-sensor comparisons of Vis 

Site Sensors NDV! EVI 

Nacundn 
Reserve, 

Mendoza, 
Argentina 

ASD vs. AVIRIS bo = 0.047. bi=0.789 
R- = 0.977 

bo = 0.027. b,=0.919 
R- = 0.965 

Nacundn 
Reserve, 

Mendoza, 
Argentina 

AVIRIS* vs. 

ETM+ (30m) 
bo = 0.022. bi=0.983 

R- = 0.944 
bo = 0.034. bi=0.79I 

R- = 0.554 
Nacundn 
Reserve, 

Mendoza, 
Argentina 

ETM+* vs. 
MODIS (500m) 

bo = 0.l09,bi=0.738 
R- = 0.866 

bo = 0.044. b,=0.783 
R- = 0.796 

Nacundn 
Reserve, 

Mendoza, 
Argentina 

ETM+ vs. 

Hyperion (30m) 
bo = -0.017. bi=0.975 

R- = 0.997 
bo = -0.013. b,=0.957 

R- = 0.993 

Nacundn 
Reserve, 

Mendoza, 
Argentina 

Hyperion-ETM+ vs. 

Hyperion-MODIS 
bo = 0.025. bi=0.997 

R- = 0.999 
bo = 0.022. bi=0.96 

R- = 0.997 
Jornada 

Experimental 
Range, New 

Mexico. USA 

MQUALS vs. 
MODIS (250m) 

bo = -0.024. bi=0.998 
R- = 0.906 

bo =-0.036. b,=1.159 
R- = 0.905 

Jornada 
Experimental 
Range, New 

Mexico. USA 
ETM+* vs. 

MODIS (500m) 
bo =-0.033. b,=1.127 

R- = 0.88 
bo = -0.027. b,=l.Il5 

R- = 0.846 

* Aggregated from the original spatial resolution 

Table 4. Summary of root mean square error (RMSE) 
for inter-sensor comparisons of reflectances and Vis 

Nacunan Reserve. Jornada Experimental Range, 
Mendoza. Argentina New Mexico, USA 

ASD AVIRIS* ETM+* MQUALS vs. ETM+* 
vs. AVIRIS vs. ETM+ vs. MODIS MODIS vs. MODIS 

(30m) (500m) (250m) (500m) 
Blue 0.014 0.021 0.008 0.013 0.005 
Red 0.015 0.028 0.010 0.012 0.008 
NIR 0.012 0.031 0.010 0.004 0.006 

NDVI 0.024 0.017 0.031 0.025 0.012 
EVI 0.020 0.008 0.011 0.013 0.012 

* Aggregated from the original spatial resolution 
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# 
Figure 3. Comparisons of (a) 
reflectances, (b)VIs, and (c) 
their means and standard 
deviations from convoluted and 
aggregated AVIRIS (30m) and 
Landsat ETM+ for different 
land cover types in the Nacundn 
Reserve of Argentina. 
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Figure 4. Comparisons of (a) 
reflectances,(b)Vls, and (c) 
their means and standard 
deviations from aggregated 
ETM+ (500m) and nadir 
single-day MODIS for different 
land cover types in the NacuHdn 
Reserve of Argentina. 
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Figure 7. (a)MQUALS flight transects mapped onto 250m nadir single-day 
MODIS image (ISIN projection) for three land cover types in the Jornada 
Experimental range; b) Re-projected 500m nadir single-day MODIS image 

grid ( UTM projection) mapped onto geo-located ETM+ image for aggregation. 
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Figure 15. AVIRIS (4m), ETM(30m), and MODIS (500m) Vis 
of all land cover types in the Nacundn Reserve, Argentina 

and the Jornada Experimental Range, USA 


